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ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents the results of several investigations into vibrational and
rotational relaxation of neutral molecules at low temperatures. The use of the free jet
flow reactor technique for production of very low local temperatures and the
determination of relaxation data and derivation of rate coefficients are discussed.
Four different molecules, HBr, CO, OH and OD, are examined in the free jet with
various buffer gases to determine their vibrational and rotational relaxation properties.
For HBr and CO, terminal rotational temperatures are measured in various buffer gases
with the resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) technique, and results are
analyzed and compared with translational temperatures.
For OH and OD, discussion includes experimental production of radicals and
relaxation within the X n and A Z states is made. With the use of laser induced
fluorescence (LIF) and a novel method for production of radicals in ±e free jet, radical
relaxation rates are determined for the first time at extremely low collision energies. We
have measured the low temperature (Ttrans near 1 K) rate coefficients for:
0H(A-2, V; ,Ni) + Ar—^OH(A-ZVf Nf) + Ar
where v and N refer to the quantijm nimibers for vibration and pure rotational angular
momentum, while the subscripts i and f refer to the initial and final states, respectively.
The experiments reported in this dissertation help lead to a better understanding of
collisions on a molecular level at very low collision energies.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Past Work on Low Temperature Kinetics
a. Introduction

Chemistry is a science that attempts to explain both the structure and interactions
of matter. The science is divided into several subsections, one of these being reaction
dynamics. The field of reaction dynamics specifically examines the most basic properties
of chemical reactions. The ultimate goal in reaction dynamics is to completely
understand reactions on a microscopic quantum state-specific level. This is a giant task
for a reaction that involves a large number of atoms, involves a multistep process, or
occurs in a condensed phase. For this reason, chemical dynamicists have often chosen to
study relatively simple reactions in the gas phase. The choice of studying the simplest
systems allows the most detailed experimental information on the reaction to be obtained
and also makes possible the development of an accurate theoretical fi-amework.
b. Past Work on Ions and Neutral Molecules at Low Temperatures

Recently, there has been growing interest in the chemistry of very low
temperature environments such as planetary atmospheres, comets and the interstellar
medium. During the past 15 years there have been several methods developed that have
helped improve the study of low temperature kinetics. The field of low temperature
kinetics can be conveniently separated into the study of kinetics involving ions and that
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of neutral molecules. Althoi^ this dissertation examines neutral kinetics, an overview
of ion-molecule kinetics will be discussed first to give perspective concerning the history
and importance of this field.
The field of low temperature ion-molecule kinetics has made many advances in
recent years. One was the development of cryogenic techniques such as the liquid helium
cooled drift tube of BShringer and Arnold to determine ion-molecule rate coefficients
down to 18 K.' Another was the liquid helium cooled Penning trap of Dimn and
coworkers which has been used to measure rates for several bimolecular reactions in the
temperature regime near 50 K.^ Since the vapor pressure of all but a few chemical
species becomes extremely low below 50 Kelvin, these methods are intrinsically limited
to a small range of usable neutral reactants at the low temperature extremes.
The group of Dieter Gerlich in Chemnitz, Germany is currently studying lowtemperature ion collisions in cryogenically cooled radio-firequency ion traps. These traps
act as a storage reaction chamber where ions are injected into the trap, allowed to react
with neutrals, then ejected from the trap into a quadrupole mass spectrometer for
analysis. Gerlich^ has written an excellent review of this technology. The Gerlich group
also has recently developed an elegant merged beam experiment which is capable of
relative translational temperatures as low as 10 K.'* In this technique, a skimmed fi:ee jet
neutral beam is directed down the axis of a quadrupole ion guide, then a mass selected
guided ion beam is merged into the neutral beam using magnetic lenses.
In our laboratory, we have developed a kinetic method that generates a low
temperature environment using adiabatic expansion in a fi^e jet reactor. This technique
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has helped us make advances in ion molecule reaction chemistry in the free jet. Smith
and Hawley have written a review of these advances in ion-molecule kinetics in free jets
with a REMPI approach/
The Rennes group of Bertrand Rowe has also done many low temperature
experiments using Laval nozzles in a machine called a CRESU (Cinetique de Reaction en
Ecoulement Supersonique Uniforme), which is a French acronym for "kinetics in uniform
supersonic flow."^ The CRESU machine, first used in Meudon and now rebuilt in
Rennes, has been used to measure ion-molecule reactions, neutral-neutral reactions, spinorbit relaxation, and electron attachment reactions. They have plans to study electron-ion
recombination rates. Mark Smith^ has written a global review of advances in low
temperature ion chemistry.
In the area of low-temperature neutral collisions, the majority of results derive
from three groups and are all predominantly centered on the use of Laval nozzle flows.
These are the groups in Rennes, Tucson and the group of Ian Smith in Birmingham,
England. Each Laval machine uses a uniform flow to produce a "wall-free" flow tube.
When the Laval nozzle is flowing continuously, a massive amoimt of pumping is needed.
Atkinson and Smith furthered Laval nozzle research by introducing a pulsed Laval nozzle
arrangement which greatly reduced the pumping requirements.*'^''"
c. Introduction of Free Jet Sources

All experiments reported in this dissertation use a pulsed supersonic free jet.
These expansions have been used to great benefit in molecular spectroscopy, where the
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decrease in the internal energy of the molecules leads to a simplification of spectra
allowing easier assignment Our kinetic studies also use this decrease in internal energy
because it allows for the low relative translational energy during collisions.
Over the last two decades, the supersonic free jet expansion has been instrumental
in the sprouting of many new areas of chemistry and physics. In these expansions the gas
quickly becomes rarefied with a relative velocity distribution much narrower than under
stagnation conditions. Thus, the collision frequency is small and in the flowing frame the
translational thermal distribution resembles a noncondensed gas near absolute zero.
The relative translational temperature in a free jet is lower than that which is attainable by
normal cryogenic methods. Normal cooling requires a decrease in translational energy
which results in condensation, as the vessel temperature drops below the vaporization
temperature of the gas under study. In a free jet, the low temperature results from the
conversion of random thermal motion into directional motion and further cooling by
collisions and geometric expansion. D. R. Miller has written an excellent review of free
jet techniques in the book by Scoles." Several groups, including our own, have derived
detailed models for fi«e jet expansions and a variety of experiments have corroborated
their quantitative accuracy.

d. Expanding Field to Use of Free Jets For Measurement of Neutral Rates

Our group in Tucson has previously focused on the use of collisions in supersonic
free jet flows for ion-molecule reaction studies. We have extended the field to the use of
free jets to investigate neutral reactions at even colder temperatures than those available
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in Laval machines. In the free jet, vibrational, translational, and rotational degrees of
freedom cool to different terminal "temperatures". Although the conditions in a free jet
may not be at equilibrium, many new and interesting rates can be measured using this
technique.
Previous kinetic information was generally available for reaction rates only in the
220-500 Kelvin regime. Free jet collisional studies allow the measurement of reactions
with collision energies in the 1-20 Kelvin regime. While the 220-500 Kelvin range is
broad, the relative energy difference from the high to low end of that range is only a little
greater than a factor of 2. With low temperature kinetics, we are potentially able to scan
a range in energy on the order of 20 and compare these findings to rates at energies which
are hundreds of times higher.

1.2 Rate Coefficient as a Function of Temperature
In the temperature range of 220-500 K one usually measures the dependence of
the reaction rate coefficient as a ftmction of temperature. With the use of models, an
understanding of reaction mechanism can be gained. One useful model is the Arrhenius
model, which introduces the notion of an energy activation barrier, Ea, which once
surmounted, leads to products. The model provides the following relationship between
rate coefficient, k, and temperature, T:
k = Ame-^'"-^

(1.1)

where ke in the exponent is the Boltzmann constant. Empirical observation shows that
many reactions have rate coefficients that follow the Arrhenius equation, however, many
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experiments, including some done in our lab, have shou-n repeatedly that the Arrhenius
model does not describe the kinetics of all gas phase reactions. An alternative function
which can relate rate coefficient, k, to temperature is:
k = CT"

(1.2)

where C is a constant and n is some power of temperature. A large positive value of n
can indicate the position of an activation energy barrier, and a negative value for n can
indicate the formation of a long lived transition complex which provides for alternative
reaction mechanisms at lower temperatures. Abrupt changes in the k vs T plots can
indicate a change in mechanism or an opening of a new reaction pathway. Although k vs
T plots are often used when the temperature is in the 220-500 Kelvin range, our low
temperature studies in this dissertation provide a different sort of information. We
consider each state directly, thus giving insight on state-to-state rates, which are exactly
the rates which theorists are able to investigate.

1.3 Rate Coefficient as a Function of Quantum Number
To better understand the differences in state density regimes between low
temperature free jet experiments and room temperature experiments, statistical mechanics
is useful. One way to compare state density regimes is with the use of the partition
flmction, q:
(1.3)
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where ©i is the degeneracy of state i, Ej is the energy of the ith state and ke and T have
their usual meaning. Each degree of freedom will have its own partition function, with
the molecule's total partition function being the product of electronic, vibrational,
rotational, nuclear, and translational partition fimctions.
For an average diatomic, such as nitrogen. Table 1.1 compares the values of the
electronic, vibrational, rotational, and translational partition functions at 300 K and 5 K.
The value AE is the approximate energy difference between the lowest two quantum
states of the various degrees of freedom.
Table 1.1 The partition function q for various degrees of freedom of Nz at 295 and 5
Kelvin. AE is the energy difference between the lowest and first excited states.
AE (cm*')
kT(cm-')

295 K

5K

208

3.5

q(elec)

50204

1

1

q(vib)

2358

1.00001

1

q(rot)

4

104

2.1

q(trans) V=1

very small

1.0 X 10^^

2.0 X 10^^

From the above table, insight is gained about the extent that different excited
states are populated. For vibration and electronic state population, both 295 K and 5 K
data show that the nitrogen has a partition function of 1, demonstrating that ail population
is in the ground electronic and vibrational state. In translation, both temperature regimes
are definitely in the high state limit. The degree of freedom which shows the greatest
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change when going firom room temperature to 5 Kelvin is rotation. At room temperature,
the number of states with a population of at least 10% of J = 0 is 27, whereas for T = 5 K.
there are only 3 states populated to within 10% of the population of J = 0. Rotation is
cooled more efBciently in the ftee jet than vibrations and often rotational levels are
^proaching the zero K limit, with the lowest rotational level having the largest
population. In our experiments, the vibrational levels are cooled to a point which is not
zero Kelvin, but is static, or frozen. We can use this behavior to our advantage by
investigating OH and OD inthev = Oorv=l state without interference from the other
states.
The work presented here expands the field of relaxation of neutrals to low
temperatiu-es. Using the free jet, which produces translational temperatures close to 5
Kelvin,^^ molecular interactions can be studied which give insight into what really
happens at the low temperature limit.

1.4 Introduction to Energy Transfer
The work in this dissertation describes energy transfer reactions which take on the
general form:
AB(V = i,N = j) + M —AB(v < i and/or N < j) + M(increased energy)

(1.4)

where the initial and final states of AB are selected and monitored. This equation
describes an inelastic collision, where some component of energy from molecule AB is
transferred to the atom or molecule, M. These reactions may involve rotational energy
transfer, vibrational energy transfer or both rotational and vibrational energy transfer.
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The effect of reactant internal energy is of fundamental interest in state-to-state
and state-selective chemistry. Vibrational and rotational excitation can significantly alter
the kinetics and dynamics of reactions/" and the understanding of these inelastic
collisions is important for a wide range of cheaiical processes. Our studies allow
simplification of state-to-state rates which can describe reactions in the interstellar
mediimi, be more directly compared to models, and allow access to reaction rates at the
low temperature limit accessible in the free jet.
a. Vibrational Energy Transfer Models

In the experiments reported in this dissertation, the vibrational relaxation reaction
described in equation 1.4 is due to a collision between a diatomic, AB, and an atom, M.
Since the atom M has no vibrational or rotational energy, the energy transfer must be of
the (V-T) variety, that is to say that some quanta of vibrational energy of molecule AB is
converted into translational energy in M. The rate coefficient, k, for the reaction in
equation 1.4 has been shown have different temperature dependence depending on the
molecule. In some cases an increase in temperature leads to an increase in rate
coefficient. In other cases, a plot of rate coefficient versus temperature has a maxima or a
minima.^ A rate coefficient that increases with decreasing temperature is seen for many
V-T processes including the experiments reported here. Such behavior has been modeled
and will now be discussed. The following treatment is from Yardley.^ From classical
mechanics, starting with two molecules, A and B, with masses mA and ms, the kinetic
energy of the two molecule system is:
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•
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T= -m^CxA H-Ya +ZA )+-mB(xB +y^ +ZB )

(1.5)

Since the collision occurs in a plane moving with the center of mass, the problem is
reduced to a two-dimensional case in which the velocity in the z direction for both
particles is zero. Conversion to polar coordinates in the center of mass system gives:
T = in(r' + r^0'), ^I = -EaEB_.
2
m^+mg

(16)

Conservation of angular momentum gives:
^bg = ^r"0

(1.7)

where g is the initial relative velocity of the two molecules. The impact parameter, b, is
the distance of closest approach of the two molecules in the absence of the attractive
potential V(r). Inserting the attractive potential, the total energy of the system is now:
Eto.

+V(r)+|nb'gVr'

(1.8)

Thus, the radial motion is just the motion for a single particle of mass |a subject to an
effective potential:
V^=V(r)+inbV/r'

(1.9)

As long as V(r) falls off faster than r'^ at large r, VefKr) will have a barrier and the
potential V(r) and

Veff(r) will

behave as sketched in Figure 1.1.

It can be seen that when b>0, Vef^v) has a barrier. Only collisions with sufficient
energy to overcome the barrier will undergo close interaction with the repulsive wall of
V(r). If V(r) at short r determines whether energy transfer will happen, then the
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temperature dependence is determined by whether the centrifugal barrier is overcome or
not. We can make this model a little more quantitative by examining a capture model
described by Johnston.^ This model uses V = — 48(ci/r)® for a potential, the attractive
part of the Lennard-Jones interaction. Assimie that the probability for reaction, P(b,v) =
P* if the barrier is overcome and P(b,v) = 0 otherwise. Then the value of r at the
maximum in Veff, r*, is found to be:
r* = (24s<T®/nvV)'"'

(1.10)

for which we can determine:
V* = V^(r*) = j(nv'b')'''(24ea®)-"'

(1.11)

From equation 1.3, when b<b*, where
b*' =(24SCT®/HV^)"'(3/2)-''

(1.12)

r(r*) > 0 and the barrier will be overcome, but for b > b* the barrier will not be
overcome. We then find:
CT(v) = 27cJP(b,v)bdb = P*7cb*^
= P*(3/2)^"7r(248cr®/n)"^v-''^
so for this model, o(v) oc

(1-13)
(1.14)

. This model predicts that the cross section a increases

with decreasing velocity. It is also clear that cr increases with increasing well depth e.
Using this r"^ long range potential, it can be shown that the capture cross section is
proportional to T""^. Although this model does not predict increasing rate coefficients
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Figure 1.1 Potential and effective potential for a bimolecular encounter with central
forces which vary as V(r) = Cr*", where n > 2.
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with decreasing temperature, which is a result of the work presented ui this dissertation,
this model corresponds to a rate coefBcient proportional to'T""® for a pure dispersion
interaction. It may in fact hold for the pure collision rate of OH + Ar but it may be
overcome by the probability of energy transfer due to collision lifetime. Thus,
k(inelastic) = K(collision)*P(transfer). If P(transfer) goes as anything stronger than
T(-I/6) then as long as P <1 (i.e. not saturated) it is possible that it can overwhelm k(coll)
such that a net inverse T dependence is seen
There are other mechanisms with lead to an increase in reaction cross-section with
decreased temperature. Dillon and Stephenson^ have shown that for a range of impact
parameters near b* collisions occur in which the system orbits for several revolutions.
The energy transfer probability is greatly enhanced in such collisions. One would expect
the number of such collisions to increase with decreasing temperatures and confirmation
of these points may be found in calculations of Billing and Poulsen.^'*
For neutral-neutral systems there have been numerous experimental and
theoretical studies on vibrational excitation/deactivation dynamics. The dominance of
single quantum transitions (Av = 1) is clearly evident and can be explained by the
Landau-Teller theory for vibration to translation (V-T) energy transfer.^^
Besides the Arrhenivis model stated above, the Landau-Teller model,^^ which has
been very successful in modeling vibrational relaxation, also predicts an increase in rate
with increased temperature. The Landau-Teller model assxmies that only the repulsive
part of the intermolecular potential is steep enough to influence energy transfer, so that
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the long range attractive portion can be neglected. This model results in an average
probability for vibrational relaxation per collision ai temperature T to be:
p _ --3(2:rVv^ a'kT)' '
MO ~ ^

(1.15)

where a is a constant from the potential energy model used. p. is the reduced mass, v is
the velocity and where Pio is probability per collision for v(l -> 0) transfer. Another
useful quantity is Zio which is defined as Pio"'- Zw is the collision number for the same
v(l —• 0) transfer process. If vibrational energy transfer happens with every collision,
Z = 1 • Zio takes on values of 1 or higher, with the higher collision numbers producing a
io

smaller rate coefficient A great many molecules show a linear Landau-Teller plot of log
PIO

versus T"^ over a large temperature range. An alternate way of expressing rates is in

terms of a rate coefficient, which is how rates are expressed throughout this dissertation.
The relaxation rate coefficient krei, can be expressed as:
(1.16)

where kc is the collision rate coefficient. Although for molecules such as N2, O2, CO, H2
CI2, the Landau-Teller plot

of experimental data clearly shows increasing rate coefficient

with temperature, molecules such as HF and HCl show a rate that reaches a minimnm at
some temperature and then starts to increase again at lower temperatures. The different
trends of the hydrogen halides point to a change in mechanism. Since it is well known
that the hydrogen halides have strong dipole interactions and a strong propensity to
cluster, the attractive interactions may be important for these molecules. There are many
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similarities between the behavior of hydrogen halides and the molecules studied in this
work in chapters 5 and 6, OH and OD.
In the experiments reported here, we observe both the increase in vibrational rate
coefiBcient with decreasing temperature and the dominant loss pathway of single
vibrational quanta for a single collision. These two models, one which would predict
increased relaxation rate with decreasing temperature and the model which would predict
loss of single vibrational quanta seem to be at odds. Long-lived complexes tend to
behave statistically, causing transfer to all energetically accessible states. It is clear that
there is a need for further experiments and theory to explain these seemingly conflicting
trends.
b. Rotational Enei^ Transfer Models

There are some fimdamental differences between rotational energy transfer and
vibrational energy transfer. The close spacings of rotational levels and the high
degeneracy of rotational levels in the absence of external fields are considerations which
make rotational energy transfer (RET) different from vibrational energy transfer (VET).
Since the spacings of rotationjil energy levels generally involve small amounts of energy,
it may be that small perturbations which have been previously neglected such as lambda
doubling, coriolis interactions and hyperfine interactions become important. One
difference which will be discussed as it directly affects our experimental work is the
propensity rules for losing quanta of rotational energy. It is well known that a majority of
vibrational relaxation processes proceed with the Av = 1 pathway dominant if not
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exclusive. With rotational relaxation, it is often seen that AJ = 2 or 3 pathways for
rotational relaxation have rate coefBcients similar in magnitude to AJ = 1.
The theories describing rotational relaxation and its selectivity fall into three
categories; classical, qtiantum mechanical, and semiclassical. Because of their relative
importance, only the first two will be discussed. Parker developed one of the first models
of R-T transfer in 1959.^^ He calculated planar collision rates between two diatomics.
By taking an exponential decaying attractive potential between all the atoms, he found
the rotational relaxation could be modeled as one adjustable relaxation time which is a
function of temperature. His analysis predicted a slight positive temperature dependence
in the rotational collision number, ZR, which is roughly the average number of collisions
necessary for one rotational relaxation collision, similar to the vibrational relaxation
number described previously. R-T transfer is therefore predicted to be most efficient at
lower temperatures. There have been many experiments which support this behavior,^^"^'
including work in our laboratory.^" Widom later employed a hard sphere classical
calculation of the collision of a symmetric top with an inert atomic gas.^' He predicted a
minimum in ZR for the case of one particular molecule colliding with atoms of different
mass. Kistemaker and de Vries measured ZR for collisions of N2 with rare gas atoms and
found results in agreement with Widom's predictions.^^ The relaxation efficiency for the
collision with nitrogen was most efficient for neon with both helium and argon collisions
were found to have a larger ZR. Similar results were found by Jonkman et
independently, Vallet and Amme^'* for the relative
gases.

ZR

and

in the collisions of p-Hi with rare
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Sather and Dahler^^ modified these rough sphere calculations to include mass
weighting the collision between a spherical top and an atom and predicted a higher
relaxation efficiency for a collision with a lighter atom. This agreed with the
measurements obtained for the relative ZR in the collisions of rare gases with CH4 and
In an additional study by Jonkman, the rotational relaxation efficiency of 0-D2
was found to favor rare gases with higher mass.
Later, the hard sphere calculations were modified by a square well potentid.^'
Positive temperature dependence in ZR, stronger than modeled by Parker, was predicted.
Both from theory and experiment it appears that ZR will decrease as the temperature is
lowered, which will make rotational relaxation more efficient in a free jet than at room
temperature. On the other hand, for the case of molecules colliding with rare gases it is
not clear either from classical calculations or experimental investigations whether a
heavy or light atom increases the relaxation efficiency.
Unlike the classical calculations which treated the rotational
relaxation through one rotational energy moment, the quantum mechanical calculations
approach the problem by predicting the efficiency of individual J' -> J" transitions. Early
calculations employing an angle dependent exponential function between a linear
molecule and atom predicted a rapid increase in ZR as a flmction of the energy difference
between the states, AE.'*° Thus the R-T transfer is more efficient for the lower, more
closely spaced rotational levels.
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In 1972 Polanyi and Woodail proposed the exponential gap, (EG) model for
rotational relaxation/' Using this model, the state dependent probability for transfer
from a higher state J' to a lower state J" is given by:
P(J-

J") =

(1.17)

where A and 6 are constants for a particular collision. The probability for the transition
to a state of higher energy is given by microscopic reversibility. The specific temperature
dependence of A and 0 is predicted by:
AocVf

(1.18)

Gocl/T

(1.19)

and

This model fits many early experimental investigations of R-T transfer. As the data
became more precise it was found that some data were better described by the statistical
power gap (SPG) law first proposed by Pritchard et

The form of this relationship is

given by:
PiT

y) = ^(A£:(y', r

)y'

(i .20)

where the temperature dependence of y appears to depend on the system. After the
development of the SPG model, many variations of both the EG and SPG arose in the
literature to explain R-T transfer for particular systems. Although neither the SPG nor
the EG has become standard in the fitting of experimental data, in all cases the
probability of transfer appears to be a strong function of AE. This feature creates the
possibility of non-Maxwellian rotational distributions in a free jet because the rapid
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translational cooling and decreasing collision frequency may cause the higher rotational
levels to relax at a rate slower than lower ones.
In the literature, the analysis of relaxation phenomena in the free jet has been
treated in various ways. One group of methods uses the existence of separate rotational,
vibrational and translational temperatures, which may differ from each other and from the
equilibrium temperature. Such models are known as thermal conduction models.
The termimil value of these internal temperatures may also be determined using the
"sudden freeze" criterion.^^*'*^ Further, the generalized Boltzmann equation has been used
to determine the rotational temperatures along with the parallel and perpendicular
temperatures in the free jet.'*
Other models have been developed where the occupations of the internal levels
are obtained from the master equation, assuming a model for the state-to-state inelastic
cross section.'*^''*^*'*^ Recent work, including some performed in this laboratory, employs a
parameter fitting routine based on the energy gap power law of equation 1,20. The
master equation was solved to fit the experimental results, and the two temperature
independent parameters in the law, C and a, were determined which led to rotationally
specific relaxation cross sections in the free jet.^''^°
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Chapter 2 Experimental
2.1 Experimental Details of the Free Jet Approach
We have chosen to measure state specific relaxation rates using a free jet
expansion. The free jet has some interesting characteristics which will be discussed.
For a single component expansion through a flat circular aperture, the free jet expansion
can be described by spherically symmetric expansion from a source point very near the
orifice exit. Following rapid acceleration to a terminal velocity, within a few nozzle
diameters, the gas density along the center streamline is accurately described by:
N , = N o Zo

(2.1)

where No is the gas density behind the orifice, z is the distance from the nozzle along the
center streamline, and Zo is a scaling factor proportional to r, the nozzle radius, by the
relationship, zo = ar, where a is a constant of 0.802 for a monatomic gas and 0.591 for a
homonuclear diatomic gas.'® The different values for the constant a arise from the
difference in heat capacities and their effect on beam acceleration and rarefication.
In our experiments, a pulsed nozzle was used to reduce the pumping
requirements. The gas pulse is set to be long enough to reach a steady state condition
which is the same as if the nozzle were on continuously. One important consideration for
this pulsed system is the nozzle orifice radius, r. It must be shown that during our
experiment, the limit in the effective size of the nozzle orifice, r, is gas viscosity and the
hole size itself and not limited by interference from the poppet which opens and closes
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the valve. Since the orifice limited size of the hole is important to our work, we measiire
it with an orifice limit test which shows how the "effective nozzle diameter", rcff, is
determined. In the experiments reported this dissertation, the effective nozzle diameter is
always greater than 90% of the actual diameter.
The throughput of gas through a conducting element, such as a tube, nozzle or
aperture in a wall, is given by:
q = C AP

(2.2)

where q is the mass flow of the gas, C is the conductance of the element and AP is the
pressure difference between the entrance and exit of the conducting element. Notice the
analogy to Ohm's Law, where q corresponds to current, AP corresponds to voltage or
potential and C, conductance, corresponds to the inverse of resistance. Equation 2.2 is
sometimes referred to as the "Ohm's Law of vacuum technology."
For a flat plate aperture, analogous to our fi«e jet nozzles, the conductance, C, is a
function of the size of the hole and for different flow regimes it takes on different forms.
For our case, where the pressure before the aperture. Pi, is much greater than the pressure
after the aperture, P2, the ratio P2/P1 approaches zero and.
C = 20,000 A (in units of cm^ sec"')

(2.3)

where A is the area of the aperture in square centimeters. Next, using the ideal gas law,
PV = nRT, q can be defined as:
(2.4)
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when volume and temperature are constant with time. To measure the effective nozzle
radius, rcff, we fill a constant volume and to a known pressure at a known fill rate,
dPfiii/dt, with a calibrated flow meter. Then the same known volume is emptied by
operating the nozzle, so we ratio two equations like equation 2.4, one for filling the
known volume to a given change in pressure and one to empty that same volume by the
same change in pressure and get:
dPfiu/
^^empty

/

/dt

dnffli/
^
^^empty/

(2.5)

/dt

After approximating the change in pressure with respect to time as AP/At and
choosing the AP for filling and emptying to be the same, rearrangement of equation 2.5
leads to:
qnozzie = RT^^^ = RT^",
dt
dt At^^

(2.6)

now inserting equation 2.2 and 2.3, and noting that for a round hole, A = tzT,
rearrangement gives:
r=

(2.7)
pAt^^20,000nd

where d is the experimentally determined nozzle duty cycle. After collecting constants,
we get the effective radius, reff:
_ I

V

2.02x10
At^P«d
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where reff is in centimeters, qpvi is the gas flow rate in standard cubic centimeters per
second (seem), P is pressure in torr, and the duty cycle, d, is unitless.
When using a pulsed valve such as the Series 9 General Valve, the major
influence on obtaining orifice limited flow is the distance between the exit plate and the
valve body. Too little spacing will result in the poppet not moving far enough in the
valve and too great of a spacing will result in mechanical resonance in the armature
motion and thus a time dependent flow.

2.2 The Free Jet Flow Reactor
a. Overview of the machine

The free jet flow reactor consists of a vacuum chamber into which pulsed gases
are introduced via the fi^e jet expansion. Species are monitored either via resonance
enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) or laser induced Fluorescence (LIF). When
REMPI is employed, a time-of-flight mass spectrometer is used to detect ions generated
and when LIF is employed a photomultiplier tube is used to detect the fluorescence either
directly or after dispersion by a monochromator. Figure 2.1(a) and (b) show the
experimental setups for the REMPI and LIF experiments.
b. Diffusion pumps

All experiments done using our firee jet flow reactor employed 2 water-cooled
diflusion pimips, one 12 inch pimip, (Edwards model 250) pumping the main chamber
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Figure 2.1(a) Scheme for REMPI detection of molecules
Pulsed Free jet nozzle

Focused UV

Repeller plate

Figure 2.1(b) Scheme for LIF detection of molecules
Pulsed Free jet nozzle

z(cm)
Unfocused UV

Photomultiplier tube
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and one 6 inch pump (Edwards model 100) pumping below the microchannel plates at the
end of the one-meter flight tube. This arrangement leads to lower pressures (near 10"^
torr) at the microchannel plates than in the main chamber. Both division pumps are
backed by an Edwards ED660 roughing pmnp.
There are certain aspects of using the difiusion pumps that should be mentioned.
It is imperative that the difiusion pimips never be at operating temperature when the
backing pressure is higher than 500 millitorr, which is maintained by the roughing piraip.
If the diffusion pimips are exposed to high pressure (greater than 1 torr) at either end
while they are hot, they will cease operating, backstream oil vapor into the vacuim
chamber and bum their fluid. The fluid used for diffusion pumps is Santovac 5 or
Pentovac 5 and has a vapor pressure of 10"' torr. This fluid is highly conductive at
monolayer thicknesses, so that our microchannel plates will still function even with a thin
film of diffusion pump oil on them.
c. Pump Controller Box

The reactor has a homebuilt pump controller box, which contains relays which act
as interlocks on the running of the vacuum chamber. The controller will not allow either
diffusion pump to be activated without the backing of the roughing pump. If the heat
exchanger (Neslab Coolflow System 3) shuts down for some reason, a relay switches,
turning the two diffusion pumps off, letting them cool, but leaving the roughing pump
active. If the room power goes off, an air actuated valve shuts the backing side of the
diffusion pumps, and when power is restored, the roughing pump restarts, but the
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diffusion pumps stay off. When the pump controller box is ready for experiments to be
run, there should only be green lights lit on the fix)nt If any yellow, red or blue lights are
lit, the box and relay control system should be investigated.
d. Ion Gauge and Operating Pressures

The 12" diffusion pump pumps directly on the vacuum chamber, while the 6"
difRision pump is connected to the chamber at the far end of the one-meter time-of-flight
tube. The hole connecting the main part of the chamber with the flight tube is small,
approximately 1 centimeter in diameter, causing different areas under vacuimi to reach
different operating pressures. This condition is sometimes referred to as differential
pimiping. The location of the ion gauge is positioned such that the pressure read by the
ion gauge, also at the end of the flight tube, is not the same as the pressure in the free jet
flow reactor where the free jet is located. In practice, it was observed that the pressure in
the flow reactor is always about one order of magnitude, (xlO), higher than the pressure
at the end of the flight tube. This effect can be measxured by reading the ion gauge when
the 6" diffusion pump is off. This vacuum chamber is capable of reaching pressures as
low as 1x10"* torr at the microchannel plates. In practice, when doing REMPI, the free
jet flow reactor is operated at a pressure of at most 2x10"^ torr to prevent damage to the
microchannel plates due to high voltage arcs. When using the free jet flow reactor to do
LIF, the very low pressures are not as critical and the limiting consideration becomes the
quality of the free jet expansion. The size of the free jet's collisional cooling region is
described by the location of the "Mach disk"." The Mach disk is a quantity which
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measures where the cooling process is stopped by turbulent flow due to the background
pressure in the flow reactor. The location of the Mach disk is calculated using:
^ = 0.67!^

d

(2.9)

VPb

where Xm is the Mach disc location, d is the nozzle diameter, Po is the pressure in the
stagnation region behind the nozzle, and Pb is the background pressure in the flow
reactor.
The quantity Xm/d is the Mach disk location in the imits of nozzle diameters.
From equation 2.9 above, a pressure of 10^ torr in the flow reactor produces a Mach disk
which is 84 cm fix)m the nozzle when the pressure behind the nozzle is 1000 torr and the
nozzle diameter is 0.04 cm. The position of the Mach disk is used to measure where the
low temperature conditions of a supersonic free jet expansion may be exploited. Further
downstream of the Mach disk, shock waves are present and temperatures drastically
move upwards. No free jet experiment reported in this dissertation was done with a
distance from the nozzle remotely approaching the location of the Mach disk.
e. Vacuum Chamber Inlets and Ports

The vacuimi chamber has many ports for laser light entrance and exit, electrical
access and manual access to the apparatus inside. Quartz SI UV windows are employed
to allow UV laser light into the free jet flow reactor and for detection of laser induced
fluorescence collected perpendicular to the laser axis. Besides the two openings for the
difEiision pumps, the vacuum chamber has an intake valve for bringing the chamber up to
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atmospheric pressure, a roughing bypass valve for pumping the chamber down, 2
feedthrough connections in the top for delivering gas to the nozzle, 2 BNC ports for
delivering and collecting electronic signals fix)m the chamber, and a variety of KF
flanges, and 2 din flanges for access to the chamber. There are o-rings seals between the
top and the body and between the time-of-flight (TOF) tube and the body to allow
movement of each.
f. Nozzle Valve and Gas Delivery System

A series 9 pulsed General Valve with a 0.3-0.5 mm diameter nozzle was used to
deliver gas into the free jet flow reactor for all of our experiments. The nozzle is on a
translational moimt which can be moved vertically during the experiments with the
chamber evacuated. The nozzle pulse used was typically 800 microseconds in duration
and the electronics that opened and closed the valve were homebuilt. They produce a 200
to 300 V voltage gate that has a duration proportional to the time the nozzle is open. A
condition necessary to ensure that the nozzles were running orifice limited was tested
regularly. If the nozzles were found to be less than orifice limited, an "effective orifice
size" found via equation 2.8 was used. It was found that the range of backing pressures
that produced "orifice limited nozzles" was 200 torr and higher. In practice, the backing
pressure was never set higher than 2000 torr due to pumping considerations.
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g. Discharge Plates

When the free jet flow reactor was used during an experiment which used LIF as
a probe, a pair of discharge plates were used just after the exit of the nozzle to produce
OH and OD radicals from H2O or D2O seeded into the free jet Self-induced breakdown
produced a transient discharge across the two plates generating the OH and OD radicals.
During the OD experiment, the discharge plates were pulsed in the center of the gas pulse
for a duration of 2 microseconds to reduce the wear on the discharge/nozzle apparatus. It
was found that the yield of OD radicals was independent of whether the discharge plates
were pulsed or held at constant voltage, showing that the 2 (xs pulse duration was long
enough to set up the same steady-state conditions produced by the constant voltage setup.
The only extra considerations imposed by the pulsed plates was that the timing of the
applied voltage had to be adjusted with a change in laser to nozzle distance to account for
the velocity of the gas packet produced by the pulsed valve. In theory, this gas travel
time should be accounted for in all cases, but when the voltage plates were held at a
constant voltage, the OH yield was found to be constant over a very large range of time,
nearly the whole 800 jas gas pulse, so that the small change in timing due to gas velocity
was insignificant.
Our voltage plate arrangement leads to at least an open 40 degree aperture for the
expanding gas emerging from the nozzle. Due to the non-spherical expansion of free jets
in the initial few nozzle diameters, this effective aperture is most likely even larger.
Since the free jet is probed only after distances greater than z/d = 25 and only the angular
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aperture corresponding to less than a central 17 degrees of the flow was sampled, it has
been concluded that the discharge plates do not present a flow perturbation of
significance to this smdy. This supposition is supported by the fact that the ratio of the
mean free path to the aperture diameter (an effective Knudsen number in this case) at the
position of each of the apertures is approximately 0.01. This effectively indicates a
continuiun flow regime near the apertures, where the aperture presence would not be
expected to seriously effect the central flow streamlines at radial distances below 50% of
the aperture diameters. In addition it indicates that the radicals generated in the plasma
contained between the plates undergo many collisions in the subsequent expansion.
A gas mixing manifold, fed by 3 Tylan flow controllers (model FC-280), was
used to deliver gas to the no2zIe. When H2O or D2O was delivered to the nozzle, a
bubbler passing argon through liquid D2O or H2O was used after one of the flow
controllers. In theory, the maximum amount of D2O or H2O vapor that could be
delivered to the free jet flow reactor is the vapor pressure of the liquid. In our case, water
has a vapor pressure of near 30 torr at room temperature and the lowest pressure behind
the nozzle used was 200 torr leading to a 15% H2O/Argon mixture. In practice, there was
always another flow meter delivering pure argon to the nozzle which kept the water
percentage below 1%.

2.3 Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer
The mass spectrometer is a Wiley-McClaren type 1-meter time-of-flight (TOF)
mass spectrometer. It has a resolution of greater than 1 atomic mass unit (amu) over a
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minimum range 1 to 200 amu. A vertically adjustable repeller plate is used in the
vacuum chamber to move the ions into the TOF mass spectrometer. The repeller plate is
pulsed to direct ions perpendicular to the jet direction and also to the laser axis as shown
in figure 2.1(a). Inside the nose cone of the mass spectrometer, ion optics focus the ions
down the flight mbe. The first optics are the plus/minus (+/-) deflector plates which
remove the vertical motion of the ions initiated by the direction of the free jet. Next are a
stack of acceleration apertures, followed by two Einzel lenses, then the drift voltage
^rtures. After the drift voltage apertures, the ions encounter a one-meter field-free
region, in which the mass separation takes place. Since the same kinetic energy is
imparted to all ions, the difference in mass corresponds to a difference in arrival time.
Two molecules of different masses will have arrival times which can be calculated using:
Vi mivi^= Vi mi\-i ,

(2.10)

where v = d/t, which produces:
(2.11)

So the arrival times of the ions are proportional to the square root of their masses.
When the ions strike the microchanel plates, a cascade effect produces electrons with a
gain of 10®. After the signal exits the chamber, an amplifier (Philips model 6039)
produces an addition xlOO gain. The signal is detected by an oscilloscope (Lecroy model
9400) and a boxcar integrator (Stanford Research Systems model SR250), and signals
collected are sent via a/d converters to a personal computer.
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2.4 Overview of Nd:YAG Laser system
a. Nd:YAG Laser

The laser used in these experiments was a Continuum Nd:YAG (Neodiniimi
Yttriimi Aluminiim Garnet) pulsed laser. The laser has a 7 ns pulse duration and is
operated at 10 Hz. The laser uses the NdiYAG rods as gain medium after exposure to a
broadband flash lamp pulse. The laser outputs 1064 nm at a power of 800 millijoules.
This IR light can be frequency doubled to produce 532 nm (green) light which then
piunps a variety of laser dyes to produce laser light in the range of 550-900 nm. The
Nd:YAG lasers can also be frequency tripled to produce UV at 355 nm and then used to
pump Coumarin dyes.
b. Nd:YAG Pumped Dye Lasers

The laser configuration used in the experiments described in this work used
frequency doubled 532 nm light from the Nd; YAG to pump a dye laser. The dye range
used was from the very red dyes, LDS698 and DCM, to the bluest dye that may be
pumped by the 532 nm second harmonic. Fluorescein 548. The power of the 532 nm
pump beam was 280 mJ for both the NY61 and the YG661 laser systems used in the
experiments presented in this dissertation. After the light is converted to a desirable
frequency via the dye laser, the output power varied from 30 to 80 mJ depending on the
conversion efSciency of the dye. The premier laser dye is Rhodamine 590 (also known
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as Rhodamine 6G), which has the highest conversion efficiency and has the best stability
over time.
Some of the dyes at the red end of the usable wavelength range such as DCM and
LDS 698 have some bad qualities such as poor stability, poor conversion efficiency and a
tendency to precipitate and bum the insides of the dye cells. In both dye lasers used in
these experiments, there is an oscillator and amplifier cell. In each case the concentration
in these cells is different, with the oscillator cell at about four times the concentration of
the amplifier. Special light-sensitive paper is used to take back bums of the light out of
the dye laser to check beam quality. If the beam quality is poor, a good first check is the
amplifier concentration. It has been shown in our laboratory that lower amplifier
concentrations produce the best beam quality. In our experiments, the concentration of
the laser dye was adjusted to produce maximum power, then diluted slightly to avoid
damage to the optics. This procedure produces optimal beam quality and optimal dye
lifetime.
c. Mixing, Doubling, and Mixing After Doubling

A wide variety of laser dyes and mixing schemes were used to perform the
experiments described in this dissertation. For production of UV radiation, various
mixing and doubling crystals were needed.
An autotracker was used to tune the crystals during wavelength scans. The
principle behind the autotracker is that the mixing and/or doubling crystals
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must be angle tuned to provide phase matching as a function of pump wavelength over a
spectral range as a wavelength scan is performed. The autotrackers contain cylindrical
optics which focus the round beam into a vertical slit The vertical slit is imaged in
between two photodiodes. These two photodiodes send a signal to the tracker controller
which compares their relative light intensity signal. The tracker changes the angle of the
crystal to maximize the power by making the relative signal from the two photodiodes
constant. An important consideration when using the autotracker is beam shape. If the
beam shape entering the mixing and doubling crystals is very round and homogenous, the
tracker will perform better than if the laser beam is not round and homogenous.

2.5 Overview of the REMPI approach
In the experiments reported in this thesis, molecular interactions in the gas phase
are monitored. These reactions are monitored by exciting, via energy in the form of
photons, one or more of the reactants involved in these interactions and either collecting
ions or photons produced by fluorescence. This section discusses ion collection. Most
diatomic molecules have ionization potentials greater than 6 eV, which makes practical
state selective one photon photoionization difficult or impossible due to unavailability of
light sources. Also, use of the intermediate molecular state, and subsequent assignment
of spectral lines leads to rovibronic state selective ionization, which with the help of
linestrength (LS) factors, determines initial rovibronic state populations.
We used the widely applicable technique of REMPI to monitor the molecule of
interest. In general, REMPI uses an excited state as a springboard to produce ions. The
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ionization cross section for a muitiphoton process increases by many orders of magnitude
if the energy of some mmiber of photons is resonant with an excited state.
In the studies reported here, both CO and Efflr were excited to some intermediate
state with two photons and subsequently ionized. In the case of HBr, the scheme is 2+1
REMPI, which means 2 photons to access the excited state, and 1 additional photon to
ionize the molecule. In the case of CO. 2 additional photons were required to ionize the
molecule so the scheme is called 2+2 REMPI. Figure 2.2 shows the 2+2 REMPI CO
ionization scheme through the A state and 2+1 REMPI ionization scheme for HBr
through the E state.

2.6 Overview of the LIF approach
The second method for detection of species of interest described in this
dissertation is LIF. When using LIF detection, a laser is used to excite molecules to some
excited electronic state, and then these molecules emit light with a characteristic lifetime
and retum to the their ground electronic state. This light is detected perpendicular to the
laser axis and is thus nearly background free. Information about how collisions interact
with these molecules before they fluoresce may be gained via the use of a
monochromator, which disperses the light. Light is detected by a RCA 1P28
photomultiplier tube (PMT) which was either placed directly on a window of the free jet
flow reactor to collect all fluorescence or at the output of a 0.75-meter Czemy-Tumer
monochromator to detect dispersed fluorescence. The output of the PMT was sent to
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Figure 2.2 REMPI HBr 2+1 scheme (left), and CO 2+2 scheme (right).
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either a photon counter (SRS model SR400) or boxcar integrator (SR5 model SR250)
depending on signal intensity. Equations 2.12-2.14 indicate the scheme used for LIF of
OH:
OH + hv (laser) —> OH*
OH* ^OH + Av (fluorescence from initially excited state)

(2.12)
(2.13)

Or relaxation followed by emission:
OH* + M ->0H*'

OH + /n/

(2.14)

where OH*' is an excited state populated via collisional energy transfer.
The different wavelengths of hv and hv' are separated by the monochromator to give
collisional transfer rates, k, in equation 2.14.
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Chapter 3 Rotational Relaxation and Dimerization of Effir
3.1 Introduction
The study of the rotational relaxation of a diatomic molecule in a firee jet
expansion is of interest for a wide variety of applications including aerodynamics,
crossed beam experiments and state-selective chemical reactions in free jets. The rates of
rotational-translational (RT) energy transfer also provide a probe of the anisotropy of the
intermolecular potential. Such studies are particularly sensitive to the long-range
attractive portion of the potential which is difScult to investigate at higher collisional
energies.

3.2 Experimental
The supersonic jet apparatus and diagnostic eqmpment used in this study are a
modification of the apparatus used in earlier studies reported from this laboratory for the
study of ion-molecule reactions^ and are also described in detail in chapter 2 of this
dissertation. Briefly, a free jet expansion from a 0.035-0.05 cm diameter nozzle
containing a small percent HBr was seeded into a buffer of either nitrogen or argon at
backing pressures ranging from 300 to 1200 Torr. UV radiation produced by a pulsed
NdrYAG pumped dye system in mixing after doubling mode was focused with a 12-inch
focal length lens to ionize the HBr molecules. Ions were detected with a time-of-flight
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mass spectrometer with better than single mass unit resolution. The groimd state
rotational distributions for various conditions were determined by scanning the UV to
resonantly ionize molecules in the rotational states of the ground vibrational level.

3.3 REMPI Spectroscopy of HBr
The rotational level populations of HBr were determined by REMPI spectroscopy
of the HBr using a 2+1 process resonant though the E

(0-0) state at excitation

wavelengths near 256.6 nm. A complete 2+1 REMPI stick spectrum showing ±e rich
rovibronic spectroscopy of HBr in the 235-275 nm range due to the many accessible
Rydberg states of HBr is shown in figure 3.1(a), compiled firom the work of Callaghan
and Gordon.^' Figure 3.1(b) shows a stick spectrum of the state chosen, the E 'S state,
which has a well defined S branch with few overlapping lines, making it an ideal state for
probing rotational populations. Although Figure 3.1(a) is complicated by its massive
number of lines, carefiil inspection of the figure shows that some of the states, such as the
E state shown in Figure 3.1(b), have only O, Q and S branches, meaning AJ = ±2,0
branches are allowed, while other states have O, P, Q, R and S branches, meaning AJ =
±2, ±1,0 are allowed. The presence or absence of different branches is due to the
symmetry of the Rydberg state. The ground state of HBr is, of course, a S state, since
HBr is a closed shell molecule. If the Rydberg state accessed with a two-photon process
is also a Z state, AJ = ±2,0 are allowed because the photons carry ±1 unit of angular
momentvun. When the symmetry of the Rydberg state accessed with a two-photon
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process is a n,or A state, the coupling of the orbital angular momentum with the angular
momentum of the photons gives AJ = db2, ±1 ,0 selection rules.
An example REMPI spectrum obtained in the free jet is shown in figure 3.2 along
with a 295 K "bulb" spectrum. From the REMPI spectra obtained at various distances
from the nozzle orifice, rotational line intensities for specific J states were measured. To
convert from REMPI line intensities to rotational populations requires the use of the two
photon LS factors.The determination of these factors is discussed in the following
section.
The E

state was chosen due to absence of overlapping lines (mainly atomic Br

lines from photodissociation of HBr) and accessibility of the complete spectral region
with our laser system. For the measurement of the rotational level populations it is
necessary to know the linestrength factors (LS factors) under 2-photon excitation of HBr
from the ground state to the E 'Z"*" state. There is no reported room-temperature data
regarding LS factors for a 2-photon transition for HBr such as that for CO.^^ In this
experiment we needed to know, very precisely, the LS factors for the lowest rotational
levels because these are the levels which are highly populated under the free jet
conditions. Thus the LS factors were measured in our lab.
To measure LS factors, a rotational spectrum with known populations was used.
The room temperature spectrum has a known Boltzmann distribution. A room
temperature flow cell was constructed using the vacuimi chamber by introducing 50 torr
of HBr in the mixing rack and allowing the conductance of the valves in the rack to leak
HBr into the chamber sufficient to maintain 10"* torr of HBr. The limiting conductance of
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the valves was 4 meters upstream of the final quarter-inch orifice to the vacuum chamber
ensuring that the fiow of HBr was thermalized. A scan of the S branch of the E state

Figure 3.1 Diagram showing (a) Accessible 2+1 HBr REMPI lines, (b) E 'S^(O-O) State
stick spectrum.
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yielded experimental line intensities which were used in the following equation to
generate LS factors;
N(J", J') «

LS(J", J') P(J")

(3.1)

where NCJ", J') is the ion intensity measured by the mass spectrometer, <I> is the power of
the ionizing laser, LS(J", J') is the linestrength from the lower state, J" to the upper state
J' and P(J") is the population in the ground state J" level. In the case of the "bulb"
spectrum, the populations are known and the LS factors may be calculated. We
compared our experimentally determined LS factors to those reported by Kummel et al}^
and Bray and Hochstrasser^^ and our results are shown in table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Experimentally determined LS factors for the S branch of a state with 'Z
symmetry compared to those of Kammel et aL^
J

Our LS factors

Kummel, Sitz, and Zare LS factors^'^

0

.313 ±.022

.287

1

.181 ±.014

.172

2

.159 ±.014

.148

3

.126 ±.012

.137

4

.120 ±.013

.130

5

.100 ±.012

.127

Excellent agreement of our experimental data is observed with results of the
calculations of Kummel et al. It should be noted that the work of Kummel et

al.

and
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Bray et al. differ by only a (2J+1) normalization factor. We have chosen the
normalization of Kummel for this work.

3.4 Results and Discussion of the Rotational Relaxation of
HBr in Ar and N2
The rotational energy distribution of HBr molecules was measured on the central
streamline of the free jet All of these studies were carried out at a stagnation
temperature, To= 295 BC, with effective nozzle diameters of d = 0.36 mm and d = 0.5 mm.
Stagnation conditions were varied in the Pod range from 70 to 550 Torr mm. Since
rotational relaxation is a binary collision process, it is expected to scale with

Pod,

which

is proportional to the inverse nozzle Knudsen number when the nozzle temperature is
kept constant. All measurements were made in the far field of the flow at distances from
the nozzle of x/d > 80. It is generally known that as the gas flow moves downstream of
the nozzle exit, rotational populations can deviate from equilibriimi as the gas generally
cools. Finally as the collisional frequency lowers to a point, determined by the stagnation
pressure and the nozzle diameter and efficiency of rotational-translational transfer, the
rotational distribution will cease to change, ("freeze"). All results are taken in an area of
the flow that is essentially frozen and thus precise axial position of the measurement is
not critically important. For each value of Pod, a terminal rotational energy distribution
was determined.
Plots of fraction J vs Pod for HBr in argon and HBr in nitrogen are shown in
Figure 3.3. On first glance, it is obvious that for both buffers the gas rotationally cools as
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the population of the J = 0 state increases while the populations in J = 1,2, and 3 decrease
as the backing pressure increases. It is also evident that although the two plots are
qualitatively similar, the HBr/Ar plot shows more deviations trom linearity due to noise
than the HBr/Nj plot. This is explained in the next section on the dimerization of HBr.
The dimers are reducing the monomer concentration, which had the effect of reducing the
HBr ion signal at higher backing pressures.
Although the distribution of rotational levels in the free jet is not necessarily an
equilibrium or "Boltzmarm" distribution, we use Boltzmarm distributions as a tool to
discuss cooling in a free jet. To gain an understanding about how the free jet cools HBr
in the buffers of argon and nitrogen, the Boltzmann equation, equation 3.2, was utilized.
N;=g;Noe-°^''^""'^

(3.2)

where Nj is the population of the J*** rotational state. No is the population of the lowest
rotational state, the quantity BJ(J+1) is the energy of the J* state where B is the rotational
constant, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.
It is easily shown that manipulation of equation 3.2 produces a plot of ln[(Nj)/gj]
versus J(J + 1) which gives a line with a slope of -B/kT. This type of plot is called a
Boltzmann plot. Since B and k are known, this plot leads to a rotational temperature.
The definition of rotational temperature becomes complicated when a Boltzmann plot
shows curvature. Figure 3.3 shows a Boltzmann plot of HBr in nitrogen and argon. It is
immediately obvious that the plots for both buffers show curvature, meaning that the
rotational temperature is not in thermal equilibrium. The curvature always manifests
itself in overpopulation of the higher J rotational levels.
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Figure 3.3 Fraction J as a function of P J for (a) argon and (b) nitrogen buffers
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Raising the backing pressure in the nozzle, leads to a colder rotational
distribution. The curvature in the Boltzmann plots was found qualitatively to increase
with increasing pressure and in general the curvature was more severe in the argon buffer
than the nitrogen buffer.

Figure 3.4 Boltzmann plot for HBr/Ar (filled circles) and HBr/N2 (open circles) with Pod
= 360 torr nam
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We can introduce the notion of a relative population temperature, defined by the
slope of a straight line between two nearby points in a Boltzmann plot as in figure 3.4.
These temperatures increase with rotational quanttmi number, reaching at J = 4 a
temperature close to the magnitude of the temperature in the sonic section of the nozzle
given by Tex = 0.75*To" which is 220

for the heat capacity ratio = Cp/Cv = 5/3.

Such behavior is observed for Ar indicating that the populations Nj > 4 have already been
frozen near the exit of the nozzle. This is not surprising, considering the large energy gap
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between rotational levels of the HBr molecule, which converts to 120 K for J = 5, and the
results of previous relaxation studies of HX molecules^'*^® which always give Boltzmann
plot upward curvature at higher J values. What is interesting to note is that this "hanging
up" of the high J's with nitrogen as a buffer is not observed to such a large extent. This
would appear to imply that the molecular nitrogen is a better relaxant molecule even for
large energy gaps. Such behavior of N2 vs Ar might be a result of the increased
anisotropy of the HBr/N2 interaction potential or the fact that N2 has its own internal
rotational bath and in this way can more readily transfer or accept angular momentum
changing processes.

3.5 HBr Dimerization
An alternative explanation for the relative cooling rates of nitrogen and argon as
buffers for HBr is also worthy of consideration. In the following section, an analysis of
the dimerization of HBr in argon is presented. There was no presence of HBr dimer
molecules detected in any similar investigation involving Ni, showing that argon is a
better buffer for producing dimers, also described in detail in this section.
Now the question presents itself, "What does the presence of HBr dimers in an
argon free jet have to do with the rotational distribution of HBr?" The answer is that
dimerization is favored when the reactants are of lower rotational e n e r g y . T h e
rotational population will register a decrease in the relative population of low J HBr
molecules due to the formation of dimers, which is substantial under all of our
experimental conditions. A decrease in low J population would appear the same on a
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Boltzmann plot, as an increase in high J molecules. There are probably additional factors
as well, as it is known that hydrogen halides. such as HCl^^ and

tend towards very

nonmaxweilian distributions under any free jet conditions or buffers due to their large
rotational spacings.
It was found that REMPI of HBr with argon as a buifer gas produced ion signal in
the mass range of 160 amu. This signal, at a time corresponding to double the mass of
HBr, was determined to be the result of HBr dimers in the free jet. These dimers were
also found to scale in intensity with an increase in the Br ion signal. Figures 3.5a-d show
time-of-£light mass spectra with different relative dimer signals for four different free jet
conditions. The reaction which produced the dimers is:
HBr + HBr + Ar(HBr)2 + Ar

(3.2)

This reaction pathway is supported by the fact that when the buffer gas was nitrogen, in
Figure 3.5d, no dimers whatsoever were measured, even at high backing pressures,
showing that the argon buffer gas plays a role in their formation.
The HBr dimers are nonresonantly ionized by the laser and break apart via the
reactions:
(HBr)2 + 3 hv ^ (HBr)2^*

(3.3)

(HBr)2^'-^Br^ + H + HBr

(3.4)

followed by:

Although no evidence of the creation of an H atom was seen, this pathway is by
far the most energetically favorable one which would lead to the production of Br"^. A
plot of Br"^ vs (HBr)2\ shown in Figure 3.6, yielded a linear relationship and a branching
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Figure 3.5 Time-of-Flight mass spectra showing relative dimer, HBr^, and Br*
concentrations ail 0.85% HBr. (a) P„ = 160 torr HBr in argon, (b) Pq = 500 torr HBr in
argon
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l-'igure 3.5 (coniinued) fime-of-Flighl mass spcclra showing relative dimer. HBr' and
Br' concentrations (c; Po = 1000 torr HBr in argon and (d) Po = 605 torr HBr in nitrogen
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ratio of 6.5 for BrV(HBr)2^ was determined, shovdng that Br^ signal could be used to
quantify dimer concentration. The dimer formation becomes a large factor at higher
backing pressures of argon and higher HBr pressures. At even the smallest concentrations
of HBr used in this study, nearly all the HBr was dimerized at backing pressures higher
than 800 torr with the 0.04 cm diameter nozzle. Although a rate is not reported. Figure
3.7 shows the fraction of dimer as a fimction of backing pressures for varioiis HBr
concentrations.

3.6 Relaxation of OH v = 1 by HBr
Initially an attempt was made to measure the rate of reaction for the following
reaction:
OH X^n(v = 0) + HBr

H2O + Br

(3.5)

The attempt to measure a rate coefficient, k, for OH + HBr was complicated by another
competing rate. To measure the reaction rate of OH + HBr, loss of reactant, in this case
OH is used as a probe. A scan of nozzle to laser distance while changing the percent HBr
and monitoring OH laser LEF is the technique employed. The OH LIF was from the A-X
(1-1) level after pumping the A-X (1-0) level. It was not learned until later that there was
appreciable (15% of all OH) population in the v" = 1 level of the X state made by the
discharge. It was later determined that the v" = 1 state was not quenched by the
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Figure 3.6 Plot showing the relationship between Br^ vs HBr2^ signal when ionizing
HBr via the 2+1 REMPI of the E'sT state in an argon free jet at various HBr
concentrations.
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argon/HiO mixture, but the experimental results indicated that it was quenched by the
addition of HBr. Thus the OH v" = 0 LIF monitor signal which was being used to
measure loss of OH due to reaction with HBr, was also experiencing gain due to the
reaction:
HBr + OH(v"=l)^HBr*+OH(V' = 0)

(3.6)

where HBr* denotes an HBr molecule which has an increased amount of internal or
translational energy. The quenching rate for OH (v" = 1) has been measured at room
temperature for many diatomics®' and is much faster for any polyatomic than for argon.
An interesting experiment for future work in our lab would be the
relaxation/quenching/reaction of OH with diatomics such as nitrogen, CO, CH4 or pure
HBr in the free jet Based on the room temperature argument, it is postulated that if the
OH relaxation rate were large enough to measure via OH loss, the gain produced by the
path described above was more than enough to explain the resultant rates calculated for
OH + HBr which were always small, oscillated wildly and were quite often negative.
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Chapter 4 Rotational Relaxation of CO in He, Ar, N2 and CO
Free Jets
4.1 Introduction
The study of molecular collisions at ultralow temperatures has been enhanced by
the direct investigation of chemical kinetics within the core of the free jet.^*^ At present,
the measurement of such intrajet collision rates, both reactive and inelastic, represents
studies of collisional behavior at some of the lowest temperatures attainable for such
systems. In order to properly interpret such results, a detailed understanding of the
energetics within jet cores is absolutely necessary. In spite of the vast number of smdies
of free jets covering several decades," a comprehensive understanding of free jet
energetics at the microscopic level remains elusive. Toward this aim, the study of
molecular relaxation in both translational and rotational degrees of freedom is paramount.
Translational relaxation relative to the hydrodynamic jet velocity has been investigated
b y a n i u n b e r o f e x p e r i m e n t a l m e a n s ^ ^ " ®^ a s w e l l a s b y m o d e l i n g s t u d i e s . B a s s i
et al.

reference a plethora of techniques which have been employed to study rotational

relaxation of molecules in free jets, including: electron beam induced fluorescence,
velocity distribution measurements followed by energy balance, impact pressure
measurements, laser induced fluorescence, molecular beam maser techniques, Raman
spectroscopy, infrared absorption spectroscopy, electric and magnetic resonance
spectroscopy, and electrostatic state-selective beam focusing measurements. Our lab,
more recently, has used resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization.
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In principle, the study of terminal rotational state distributions in &ee jets can
provide information on the temperature dependent state-to-state rotational cross sections
or rate coefficients. This information, in turn, can provide insight into the mechanism of
relaxation and the nature of the pair-wise interaction potential. This has been done for a
handful of simple diatomics and in particular, CO has proven to be a molecule which has
been both experimentally as well as theoretically approachable in this regard. Focussing
particularly on state resolved studies, Bassi et al.,^ using a diode laser
absorption/bolometric detection method have obtained terminal state populations for CO
in pure CO and 10% CO seeded He free jets. Using a master equation deconvolution
approach, with nimierical integration to terminal conditions, they attempted to obtain a
set of self consistent and unique temperature dependent rate coefficients for the CO
relaxation process. Our group has reported a similar analysis for the relaxation of HBr in
a variety of buffers.^^ Bassi et ai^ observe relaxation for CO which appears weakly
dependent upon the nature of the buffer (CO vs. He). However, their stated inability to
smdy very dilute CO expansions in helium, among other problems which we will later
discuss, prevented them from determining a unique set of rate coefficients for the CO-He
relaxation.
We have recently reported a variety of studies of the inelastic rate coefficients for
a range of molecules in pulsed free jet cores using reasonably large nozzles (d « 0.5 mm).
In these cases, the collisional relaxation can be monitored out to long distances before
freezing begins (i.e., mean free paths become comparable to the remainder of the flow
path). In this study, we report the investigation of the rotational relaxation of CO in free
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jets dominantly comprised of He, Ar, N2 or CO. We have used the 2+2 resonance
enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) technique to obtain spectra of the A 'n state
of CO. These spectra are converted into rotational state distributions using the two
photon absorption LS factors.^^"^ The measurements reported in this dissertation are
made in the frozen regime of the jet and therefore we report the terminal distributions.
These distributions are compared between buffers and to earlier studies. The current
results, combined with the data of Bassi et al.,^ allow some interesting new conclusions
to be made regarding the relaxation of molecules with high moments of inertia in atomic
and diatomic buffered free jet expansions.

4.2 Experimental
The free jet flow reactor used in this study has been extensively described in
earlier reports^ and in chapter 2 of this dissertation. To generate the CO/buffer flow, we
employed a pulsed free jet consisting of 99 % buffer and 1% CO except in the case where
CO was the relaxant, in which case, the flow was 100% CO. The CO and N2 were of
commercially available grades. The other gases used were of UHP purity and all gases
were trapped in dry ice/methanol baths prior to use. The free jet nozzle was a Series 9
General Valve pulsed valve with a 0.4 mm diameter orifice, d. Our nozzle-to-laser
distance was kept constant at z = 5 cm (z/d = 125).
Laser radiation near 289,4 nm was generated by a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser
with a pulse duration of 7 ns pumping a mixture of Rhodamine 590 and Rhodamine 610.
This radiation was frequency doubled to the UV with a KDP doubling crystal. Light (1
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to 4 mJ per pulse) was focused on the free jet center streamline with a 6 inch lens. To
assure that the intensity of the laser was kept constant, a power meter (Molectron model
J3) monitored the UV light after exiting the vacuum chamber.
The REMPI generated ions were subsequently pulsed out of the free jet with a
100 V/cm field initiated when the ion packet arrived in front of the time-of-flight mass
analyzer which was set I cm downstream of the laser focus. In our work, only the parent
ion, CO*, was detected in agreement with Jones et al.^^ who also studied the A state, and
in contrast to Hines et al.^^ who detected fragment C"*" and

ions while probing the E

state via REMPI. The rotational populations were found to be independent of the laser
position in the vicinity of z = 5 cm (z/d = 100 to 150), confirming that they were true
terminal distributions applicable to rotationally frozen flow.

4.3 Results and Discussion
The REMPI spectrum of the A state of CO has been reported previously in a
molecular beam^° and in the static gas.^' A typical CO A^n (3-0) REMPI fi^e jet
spectrum (S branch) is shown in Figure 4.1. The 3-0 (V-v") band was selected due to its
large Frank-Condon factor and its ease of ionization with coirmiercially available laser
dyes. To obtain rotational populations from REMPI spectra, a conversion from measured
signals to quantitative populations must be performed using two-photon LS factors. We
have previously demonstrated this with
demonstrated this for the E'll state of CO.

and HBr^® while Hines et al.^^ have
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Figure 4.1 A typical CO A^Fl (3-0) 2+2 REMPI free jet spectrum (S branch).
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The relative ion intensity, I(J',J") for a given ground state rotational level, J", is
given by:
I(J', J") oc cD"S(J", J')N(J")

(4.1)

where <t>" is the laser pulse power to some exponent n, S(J",J') is the two-photon
linestrength, and N(J") is the number density of molecules with rotational quantum
number J" in the electronic ground state. For the laser powers employed in this study, we
measmred the exponent, n = 2.8, and find that within our power range there is no power
dependence in the LS factors, S. Laser power was kept constant over the wavelength
range needed to cover this rotational branch of the ElEMPI spectrum so that power
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corrections for individual rotational lines were unnecessary. We chose the S branch, (J' =
J" + 2), due to its clarity and lack of overlapping lines from other branches (see Figure
4.1). We also measured a 295 K spectrum of CO to verify the two-photon linestrengths
and found the literature LS factors to be correct within the error bars of our
measurements.
In Table 4.1, we report the relative terminal rotational state populations for CO as
a frmction of Pod for the four buffers investigated. Comparison of our data with that of
Bassi et al.^ for CO and He buffers shows many similarities. Their study used a nozzle
that was ten times smaller but they worked at higher stagnation pressures, thus producing
a similar range. In Figure 4.2 we show our measured CO rotational populations at Pod
values of 30 torr cm for the four buffers, CO, N2, Ar and He. Also shown in this figure
are two lines showing the slopes appropriate for the CO parallel translational
temperatures measured by Bassi et al.^ at their Pod values of 30 torr cm for both pure CO
and 10% CO in He. From the rotational temperatures reported in Table 4.1 and the
corresponding parallel translational temperatures for CO determined by linear
interpolation of the direct measurements of Bassi et al.,^ one can see that similar figures
can be generated across the ftiU range of Pod data (8 to 38 torr cm) employed in the
current study. Several interesting conclusions can be made from these data. First, we can
conclude that in all of the buffers studied, significant rotational nonequilibrium is present,
manifested by excess population in all values of J above 1. As such, the rotational
temperatures. Trot, given in Table 4.1 are given only to allow comparative estimates
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Table 4.1 Terminal CO rotational state populations, rotational temperatures. Trot,
and Toi (see text) for 1% CO seeded free jets of N2, CO, He and Ar. Also included
are parallel CO translational temperatures, Ty, for pure CO and 10% CO seeded in
He from Ref. 66.
1% CO in N2
8
10
14
Pod (torr cm)
18
30
34
22
26
38
J=0
0.197 0.229 0.201 OJOl 0.329 0.260 0.277 0.353 0367
J= 1
0375 0.402 0J88 0.423 0.426 0.418 0.421 0.427 0.457
J=2
0.256 0.248 0.262 0205 0.188 0.199 0.190 0.155 0.138
J=3
0.130 0.104 0.109 0.061 0.051 0.091 0.085 0.049 0.038
J=4
0.183 0.018 0.041 0.011 0.007 0.034 0.028 0.018 0.000
14.1
12.2
13.0
9.5
10.7
8.6
7.9
8.9
11.1
Tcot
10.4
7.3
12.2
12.6
8.9
8.2
6.1
6.3
Toi +/- 20%
6.6
Pure CO
Pfld (torr cm)
J=0
J= I
J=2
J=3
J=4
Trot

T|| +/- 10%
TOI +/- 20%
1% CO in He
Pfld (torr cm)
J=0
J= 1
J=2
J=3
Trot

T|| +/- 10%
To, +/- 20%

l%CO inAr
(torr cm)
J=0
J= 1
J=2
J=3
Pod

Trot
To, +/- 20%

8
0.207
0.361
0.287
0.102
0.043
12.8
10.3
10.3

10
0.230
0.405
0.244
0.071
0.051
10.7
9.4
10.5

14
0.272
0.402
0.231
0.069
0.026
10.2
7.6
7.9

18
0.269
0.424
0.221
0.064
0.023
9.9
5.9
8.7

22
0.292
0.385
0.219
0.074
0.030
10.3
5.1
6.8

26
0J08
0.385
0.230
0.058
0.020
9.5
5.0
6.4

30
0.383
0J85
0.160
0.034
0.039
7.8
4.9
5.1

34
0J63
0.436
0.158
0.032
0.013
7.7
4.7
6.1

8
0.444
0.414
0.127
0.016
6.4
6.3
4.8

10
0.478
0.389
0.114
0.019
6.6
5.5
4.3

14
0.478
0.394
0.104
0.025
7.0
4.8
4.3

18
0.568
0.346
0.065
0.021
6.5
4.2
3.5

22
0.595
0.315
0.174
0.017
6.5
3.6
3.2

26
0.707
0.287
0.007
0.000
3.9
3.1
2.8

30
0.733
0.244
0.023
0.001
4.0
2.5
2.5

34
0.725
0.222
0.043
0.011
5.8
1.9
2.4

8
0.618
0.337
0.039
0.007
3.9
3J

10
0.674
0.274
0.037
0.015
3.8
2.8

14
0.697
0.242
0.043
0.018
3.9
2.6

18
0.712
0.219
0.057
0.012
4.2
1.8

22
0.681
0.248
0.059
0.012
4.3
2.6

26
0.802
0.136
0.051
0.013
4.1
1.9

30
0.828
0.161
0.027
0.015
3.5
2.0

34
0.808
0.160
0.020
0.012
4.6
2.0

38
0.329
0.395
0.178
0.067
0.032
9.6
4.6
6.1
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Figure 4.2 Measured CO rotational populations at Pod = 30 torr cm for the four buffers.
CO, N2. Ar and He along with a line for Tpar for pure CO and CO in helium.
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for the first moment of the rotational distributions between the various expansions.
However, it is found that the ratio of the state populations for J = 0 and J = 1. N(0)/N(1).
provides a temperature measure, Toi, that appears, within errors, uniformly equivalent to
the CO parallel translational temperature. These values of Toi are also given in Table 4.1.
It would appear that before the CO-buffer collisions effectively cease in the expansion,
the values of the temperature dependent cross section for energy transfer between the
lowest rotational levels have approached the momentum transfer cross sections in the
parallel direction. Since the perpendicular temperatiu-es by this point are well below the
parallel temperature and the collision rates for these systems will display positive
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temperature dependence, the effective perpendicular collisions cease first. Thus, the last
degrees of fireedom left exchanging energy are rotation and parallel random motion. For
CO, with its high moment of inertia, we argue that the data suggest this equilibrium
remains between the lowest rotational states and parallel translation until effective
translational freezing.
A consistent trend of lower TQI values compared with Tji in He is seen in Table
4.1. Our measurements are for 1% seed values of CO whereas the translational
distribution measurements of Bassi et al.^ from which the T|| values are obtained were
for 10% seed values. The translational temperature of the seed molecule is expected to
show weak dependence on the percentage seeding in the 1 to 10 % range"'^^ and should
give slightly lower (10-20%) T|| values in the 1% seeded jets. The differences observed
in the data of Table 4.1 are completely consistent with this effect.
For investigators interested in simple determinations of local translational
temperatures for use in kinetic studies within free jets, the value of Toi forCO seed
molecules provides an excellent translational thermometer for T||. If the CO is well mass
matched to the buffer to minimize velocity and temperature slip, in the limit of high
dilution (1 %) the probe should be valid for the general buffer condition. With current
ease of high resolution UV laser light generation, the use of REMPI or laser induced
fluorescence of seed molecules with high moments of inertia in near mass-matched
buffered jets may prove to be a simple and spatially specific alternative to more difficult
methods for translational temperature measurement. At present, the only proven
measures of translational temperatures in free jets require skimmed extractions of a
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central streamline flow with subsequent interrogation of the resulting atomic or molecular
beam.
Secondly, it should be noted that the extent of rotational disequilibrium becomes
significant only at the highest J level(s) observed. At the low temperatures of these jets,
with Pod values in excess of 8 torr cm, only a few rotational states, with increasing
measurement error, define this nonequilibrium. It is not then siuprising that using similar
terminal CO distributions, Bassi et ai^ were unable to use such a sparse data set to
derive a unique temperature dependent state-to-state relaxation model. Under these
conditions it would seem that such a deconvolution would be more sensitively
determined from modeling data obtained across regions of the expansion still dominated
by binary collisions. This is now possible using highly spatially resolved laser probes in
jets employing large nozzle diameters such that the binary collision dominated regime
can extend out to distances in excess of I cm. If the instantaneous translational
distribution could be simultaneously obtained over this same region, sensitive and unique
deconvolution to a set of relaxation rate coefBcients, kjj-CT) is realistic. Work in our
laboratory is underway to provide such a test.
Finally, a comparison of rotational distribution versus Pod plots for our four
different buffer gases shows some interesting results. It is clearly evident that the
diatomic buffers, CO and N2, produce warmer distributions than the atomic buffers of He
and AT. This is due to the internal degrees of freedom of the diatomic buffers. Within
the signal to noise of the experiment, the rotational distributions of CO in buffers of CO
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and Nz are the same. This is not surprising considering that the molecular weights and
moments of inertia for these two molecules are very close.
For the atomic buffers, the resulting rotational distributions are also similar to
each other, but much colder than the diatomic buffers. There is a slight difference in the
rotationzd distribution for Ar and He at small Pod values. Our work shows that the argon
buffer is a slightly better rotational relaxation partner than heliimi. This finding is
intriguing when compared to the work of Zacharias et al." which shows very similar
rotational temperatures when comparing only low Pod values for NO relaxation in Ar and
He. The theoretical treatment of rotational relaxation by Toennies and Winkehnan,'^
which uses the Ce Leimard-Jones term, predicts that in a pure atomic free jet, argon
parallel translational temperatures for a given Pod should be colder than helium. Thus if
CO is near thermal equilibrium with its buffer gas, it would show colder distributions in
argon than helium, which agrees with our data. The interesting thing about this
difference in distributions is that while the diatomic/atomic effect is large, the effect in
changing from helium with an atomic mass of 2, to argon with an atomic mass of 40, is
small. It is concluded that the extent of rotational relaxation is much more dependent on
whether the buffer is a diatomic or an atom than whether the buffer is heavy or light. An
interesting study for the future would be to repeat this same experiment with an increased
ntunber of noble gases such as xenon and neon and more diatomics such as hydrogen and
oxygen and even a polyatomic such as carbon dioxide.
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Chapter 5 The Low Temperature Vibrational and Rotational
Relaxation of OH in the X^II and
States in an
Argon Free-Jet
5.1 The Production of OH and OD
OH and OD are made via a cold cathode discharge of H2O and D2O in argon
respectively. To report meaningiul rate constants, the environment in which OH and OD
collide with argon must be understood. The OH (and OD) are made via the following
reactions:
e' +Ar ~^Ar*+e"
Ar* + H20(D20)

(5.1)

OH(OD) + H(D) + Ar

where e' is an electron and Ar* is an argon metastable, specifically the

(5.2)
excited state of

argon, which is 11.6 eV above of the ground state and has a lifetime on the order of
seconds.
In order to report rates for argon + OH (or OD) we must be certain that the
relaxation could not be due to any other species in the free jet A determination of the
maximum energy transferred to the jet was made. A figure of the circuit which produces
the OH (OD) radicals is shown in figure 5.1. The high voltage discharge source is either
constant or pulsed in the center of the gas pulse. Even if the discharge source voltage is
held constant, the discharge only strikes when the gas pressure reaches pressures that will
sustain a discharge, somewhere in the single torr range. It was found that the 10 {is
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram showing free jet discharge circuit for production of OH
and OD radicals.
f*ulsed
Voltage
Supply,
+300-800 Volts

Pulsed Nozzle

n

HjO and Ax
—500 torr

18 kohms

Vacuum Chamber
<10-4 torr
Laser 27i

z

\

Laser Induced Fluorescence

pulsed discharge source produces a stable density of radicals to probe with the laser with
less wear on the discharge plate / nozzle setup. It was shown in the lab that the gas pulse
itself, between the two plates, acts as a resistive element which can be measured to
calculate the current and subsequently the maximum energy absorbed by the free jet.
The energy transferred by the discharge to the free jet/nozzle assembly is
distributed via the following equation:

^discharge

^ trans

^ ^ A^ A r *

heating of plates and circuit

(5.j)
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Every term in eqiiation 5.3 is nonzero. There is definitely some finite, but difficult to
measure, heating of the beam, the first term being thermal (translational) motion. It is
well known that the argon metastables make the OH used in this experiment. An
experiment was performed using the mass spectrometer to look for argon ions and it was
found that there were many argon ions in the discharge. It has also been seen that there
are partially melted and burned parts in the discharge setup showing that the discharge
plates have been getting hot.
Since the jet is always greater than 99% argon, and the current drawn by the
discharge was measured to be small (12.5 milliamps), it is assumed that the collisions a
nascent OH undergoes will be with a thermalized argon atom at the low temperatures of
the firee jet. Even if all of the power (1.6 watts) was absorbed by the firee jet, less than
.2% of the argon molecules would be excited or ionized.
In experiments with OD, however, a very slight amount of the rotational transfer
was seen to be endothennic. When pumping the Q1(1) line of OD which puts population
in the N = 1 level of the A state, with Zi = 0.8, approximately 2% of the transferred
population was into N = 2 of the A state. This small amount of endothennic reaction
corresponds to a temperature of 20 Kelvin, showing that there is not any significant
heating of the free jet due to the discharge plates. To be sure that the endothennic
process measured in the firee jet was not due to any ion drift, the scans showing this
"upward motion" were performed with the discharge in constant voltage mode and pulsed
voltage mode. There are no relative peak height differences in the spectra of 5.2(a) and
5.2(b) showing that, as expected, electric fields do not play a part in this relaxation
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Figure 5.2 Monochromator scan showing dispersed fluorescence of OD when pumping
Pi I of the A"I state. The spectra is taken with (a) voltage plates pulsed and (b) voltage
plates held constant.
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process. By comparison with HBr, (table 5,1). it is shown that the rotational temperature
calculated from the lowest 2 rotational levels of OD is 16 K. The rotational temperature
based on the first 2 rotational levels of HBr is 8 K. showing that the OD has not quite
reached the cooling level of HBr, a molecule with a very similar B value, but which has
not been subjected to the higher energy environment of the discharge.

5.2 Spectroscopy of OH and OD
The spectroscopy of OH is more complicated than that of a closed shell diatomic
such as HF. Although HF and OH are of very similar mass, moment of inertia, and bond
strength, OH is a radical, having no net charge but an unfilled outer electron shell. OH
has one unpaired electron whose electronic spin couples with other angular momentum to
produce many more complications than are associated with a similar closed shell
diatomic such as HF. Just as in open-shelled atoms, in OH there is spin-orbit splitting of
the molecular energy levels leading to coupling of the electronic orbital angular
momentum and spin. This is accounted for by the introduction of the quantum number,
Q, which is defined by:
Q = A +S

(5.4)

where Z represents the spin component along the intemuclear axis and takes the values S,
S-1,..., -S. A is the total electronic orbital angular momentum quantum number.
The values of A are analogous to the atomic case L, where A =0, 1, 2, 3 are termed Z, n,
A, O. The value of Q in a given term symbol is given as a subscript following the term
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which describes the molecular electronic state. The ground state of OH has the electronic
configuration: (lsCT)\2s(T)^(2pCT)\2p7t)^ and is thus ^11. The spin-orbit states, (also
sometimes called fine states, or omega states) are ^Yl\n and
1/2 and 3/2 respectively. The

with Q having values of

state of OH is lower in energy than the ^Vl\a state by

139 cm"'. Table 5.2 lists some relevant spectroscopic constants for OH, OD and HF. OH
and OD have the same splitting between electronic states, but different rotational and
vibrational constants due to the higher moment of inertia and reduced mass of OD with
respect to OH. HF has very similar reduced mass and moment of inertia to that of OH
and thus similar rotational and vibrational constants. The electronic states of HF are
markedly different from OH and OD because of its closed shell.
Table 5.1 A Comparison of spectroscopic constants for OH, OD and HF
Molecular Constant

OH

OD

HF

Be (cm'')

18.9

10.0

21.0

AE (^113/2 - ^ni/2) (cm"')

139

139

Not Applicable

Q)e (cm"')

3738

2720

4138

When rotation is taken into account, there are various ways the angular
momentum coupling can occur. These couplings were first formulated by Hund and are
known as Hund's cases for coupling. In Hund's case (a), the spin-orbit splitting is
assumed strong and the coupling of the rotational and electronic motions to be weak.
Then even in the presence of rotation, Q is a well-defined quantum niunber and replaces
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A as the electronic angular momentum. J is found by summing Q and R, the angular
momentum of nuclear rotation giving the following :
Hund's case (a)

J=Q+R

(5.5)

The ground state of OH and OD is Hund's case (a) for low J. In Himd's case (b), the spin
coupling to the intemuclear axis is weak and the spin couples to the rotational axis. This
case always applies to a

electronic state,^ which has a total electronic orbital angular

momentum number, A = 0 and S 0. The spin vector is not coupled to the intemuclear
axis at ail.
Within the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation, OH and OD have the same
electronic potential surfaces for the ground and excited states, with the higher mass of the
deuterated species only affecting the rotational and vibrational spacings to a large degree.
The spectroscopy of OH will be discussed and a comparison with OD will follow.

5.3 OH A-X Energy Levels, Allowed Transitions, Transition
Labeling
The energy levels of OH are shown in figure 5.3. The X state (ground state) is
termed ~n and is split into a 3/2 and 1/2 component As stated above the splitting of the
fine states is 139 cm"'. The rotational levels of both the X and A state are labeled with
the letters N and J. J is total angular momenttim and N (sometimes noted as k) is total
angular momentum neglecting spin.'^ In OH and OD, J is always a half-integer and N is
always an integer. Note that N = J - ^ for the

state and that N = J + 2 for the
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Figure 5.3 OH energy level diagram of X"rT and .-\"I states
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~n3/2X state. Also note that there is no N = 0 in the ground state but there is N = 0 in the
A state. The labeling of the transitions, using the notation of Dieke and Crosswhite^"' and
almost all subsequent papers, uses the N quantum nimibers only.
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A transition, whether it is obserx ed as an emission line or an absorption line, is
labeled with figures denoting the electronic, vibrational and rotational quanta in both
upper and lower states. Specifically, the notation will contain a letter, a subscript, a large
number and if the vibrational levels are specified, a pair of numbers in parentheses
around them. The rotational branch letter uses the standard notation, O, P, Q, R, and S,
where the letters stand for N' = N"-2. N' = N"-l, N' = N", N' = N"+l, and N' = N"+2,
respectively.
Both the A and X state are split into 2 fine states. The X state has the relatively
large splitting of 139 cm"', and the A state is also split, but the splitting, less than 1 cm"'
for N values less than 10, is too small to observe with our technique. The subscript
immediately following a branch specification letter may have one or two nimibers in it.
These numbers represent the electronic states, with the first number being the upper state
and the second number being the lower state. If the upper and lower states are the same,
the number is not repeated, so the Qi i branch is notated as Qi. The upper state, the A
state, is always listed first for the electronic subscripts and vibrational number (which is
in parentheses), and the groimd state, the X state, is listed second. The number 1 denotes
the lower fine state and 2 denotes the upper fine state for both the A and X states.
An example of a notation for a line is OuA (1-0). This transition is between N" =
4, v" = 0 ui the upper level (^ni/2) of the X state to N' = 2, V = 1 lower level of the A
state where the energetically lower level is always designated by double prime (") and the
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upper level is designated prinae ('). O signifies N' = N" - 2, the 12 subscript signifies fine
state 1 of the A"Z electronic state and fine state 2 of the X^n electronic state, and the (10) means v* = 1 and v" = 0. The notation is independent of whether the transition is being
pumped or fluorescence from this transition is being collected.
The selection rules for a rovibronic transition in the A-X system are: AN ±1,0
and AJ ± 1,0. If the N selection rules are violated, but the J selection rules are satisfied,
transitions will occur but at much lower intensity. If the J selection rules are violated,
there will be no transition at all. Thus ui the OH and OD spectroscopy, there are O12 and
S21 branches, but there are no P21 or R12 branches. The 2 former branches violate the N
selection rules but obey the J selection rules and the latter two violate the J selection rules
and are not observed at all.
With the notation described above, there will be some lines that will invariably be
overlapped during our experiment. For example, the Qi and

Q21,

the Q2 and Q12, the R2

and Ri2, the Pi and P21 branches will always be pumped or collected together. During our
experiment, if we want to pump a transition, we will always pump both lines and if we
disperse the fluorescence, we will always collect both lines simultaneously.

5.4 Lifetimes of OH and OD
The fluorescence lifetimes of OH and OD in the

state provide information

about the electronic states of the molecules. During the experiment, many different
exponential decays of fluorescence can be obtained, and from them, information about
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relaxation and dissociation may be gained. Figure 5.4 shows lifetimes of the v = I and v
= 2 levels of

OH. Although v = 0 (not shown) and v = 1 have very similar lifetimes,

V = 2 is noticeably shortened. Our lifetime measurements agree with those measured by
Brzozowski et al?^ showing that any process which is happening in the jet, namely
rotational and vibrational relaxation or quenching is not happening to such a great extent
that it measiuably shortens the fluorescence lifetime of the OH or OD. This shortening of
the v* = 2 state lifetime is due to dissociation of the OH molecule:
0H->0 + H

The dissociation of OH does not lead to fluorescence. As the observed
fluorescence lifetime is the inverse of the sum of the rates of loss from a given state, a
faster dissociation rate produces a decrease in lifetime. For OH v = 2, the lifetime is
approximately one fifth that of OH v = 0 and v = 1, which means that roughly 4/5 of the
OH molecules in v = 2 do not fluoresce at all, instead they dissociate via an intersystem
crossing to the dissociative

state. Information about relaxation is obtained by looking

at the exponential growth, followed by the decay of a state that is only populated after
undergoing a relaxation event. An example is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4 Time dependent fluorescencc signal showing fluorescence lifetimes of the OH
A'Z V = I and v = 2 states. In both eases the fluorescence is due to the state directly
pumped. There is no relaxation process showTi in these traces.
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Figure 5.5 Time dependent fluorescence signal showing fluorescence lifetime of the OH
V = 1 populated through collisions when pumping v = 2 state. The gradual signal
increase at the start of this trace clearly shows that this signal is due to a state that is
populated by a relaxation event.
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5.5 Introduction of OH Relaxation
The OH radical is a key intermediate in a wide variety of chemical, atmospheric
and astrophysical systems. The inelastic and chemical behavior of OH is important in
such diverse environments as high temperature flames and low temperature planetary
atmospheres. As a result, the temperature dependence of its inelastic and chemical
behavior over wide ranges is of both applied and flmdamental importance. We have
recently reported some aspects of the chemical behavior of OH into the low temperature
realm.®"'" The inelastic collisional properties of ground state closed shell hydrides have
been very well docvraiented.^^ Open shell systems prove to be a greater challenge and
thus the data is more limited. Owing to this reason, the flmdamental nature of the OH
radical and its natural importance, the low temperature rate behavior of the open shell OH
system is particularly important to understand.
There have been nimierous studies of OH relaxation at room temperature'^*^® but
only a few using argon as the buffer gas. Argon, as with most rare gas atoms, is an
inefficient relaxant at ambient temperatures. We have observed argon to be an effective
rovibronic relaxant at the extremely low temperatures in free jets.®' As a result, we chose
to explore the relaxation efficiency of Ar with the polar OH system to determine the
generality of inverse temperature dependence of inelastic rate processes in the extremes
of low temperature. In the OH system, such behavior has been predicted by Copeland et
alJ^ Most of this study involves the measurement of energy transfer processes occurring
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within the A^S state of the OH molecule. We have measured the low temperature (Tnans
near 5 K) rate coefiBcients for specific OH rovibronic states;
OH(A^S, VI, NO + AT ^ OH(A^E, VF, NF) + Ar

(5.7)

where v and N refer to the quantum numbers for vibration and pure rotational angular
momentum, while the subscripts i and f refer to initial and final states respectively. In
addition, we are able to report upper bounds to the very slow vibrationail relaxation rates
observed for the OH

state and some qualitative observations regarding efficient

relaxation of rotation and fine structure label (total angular momentum) in the OH ^ITj
manifold.

5.5 Experimental
The free jet flow reactor used in this study has been extensively described in earlier
reports.^ To generate the OH/Ar flow, we employed a pulsed free jet consisting of 99.7
% argon and 0.3% water. The water was triple deionized while the argon was UHP
grade, both used without further purification. The mixture was prepared actively by
combining argon and H2O saturated argon flows from two independent flow controllers
(Tylan model FC-280). The free jet nozsde was a Series 9 General Valve with a 0.4 mm
diameter orifice, d, and was pulsed at 10 Hz (duty cycle of 125) with a backing pressiure
of600-1200 torr into a vacuum chamber with a pressure kept less than 10"^ torr. After
the water/argon mixture has left the nozzle, it continues to expand through an electrically
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grounded plate (thickness = 0.3 mm) with a 1 mm hole at a downstream position of z/d =
4, where z is the axial distance from the actual nozzle exit plane of diameter d. Another
plate with a 4 mm hole which was floating at -600 Volts was positioned at z/d = 8. The
energy put into the jet to create the OH and OD radicals did not significantly heat up the
beam. This argument is strongly supported by the extremely low rotational and
electronic fine state temperatures observed for the OH radical, which are apparent in
Figiures 5.6(a) and (b).
The OH was laser excited using a NdrYAG pumped dye laser to pump the v = 0,
I and 2 levels of the A^S state (for example, the Qi+Qai1 line wavelengths of 307.935
(0-0), 281.997 (I-O) and 288.314 (2-1) nm respectively). Fluorescence was measured
perpendicular to the laser beam with an RCA 1P28 photomultiplier with a 0.75-meter
Czemy-Tumer monochromator preceding it. The signal was fed to either a boxcar
integrator (Stanford Research model 250) or a photon counter (Stanford Research model
460) depending on signal intensity. The two devices were calibrated for relative
sensitivities using medium level signals. The outputs of the photon coimter and the
boxcar integrator were sent to a pc and signal averaged for 10-200 laser shots. A beam
polarization scrambler was used before the monochromator to ensure that detection
sensitivity enhancements due to polarization of different rotational branches were not
present. The monochromator/photodetection system was calibrated for wavelength and
response as a function of wavelength with a NIST-traceable mercury pen lamp (Oriel
model 6035).^®
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Figure 5.6 LIF excitation spectrum of the OH A-X (1-0) transition showing collection of
total fluorescence. Figure 5.6(a) shows relative N = 1 and N = 2 populations in the
X^n3/2 state and Figure 5.6(b) shows the relative intensity of the X^Ila/zand X^ni/2 the
fine states. Conditions for both spectra are: 2 millijoules of laser light, 750 torr backing
pressure behind the 0.4 millimeter noz2de, and a distance of z = 0.8 centimeters from the
nozzle.
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Since the OH is made from discharge in a mixture of water and argon, it is found
to produce a reasonable (12%) population of OH X

(v = 1) population in the far

field of the jet. This allows the ability to prepare and measure relaxation from the v = 2
level of the

state, ptimped here via the A-X (2-1) transition, previously only

accessible through overtone pimiping of the v = 0 level." It is import£int to point out, as
can be seen from the spectrum in Figure 5.6, that in the far flow field (z > 2 cm or z/d >
50, with z/d = 8 being the position of the final discharge plate) the rotational state
distributions of OH in either the v = 0 or 1 level correspond to poptilations near 98 %
residing in the lowest rotational level, N = I. It is also interesting to note that observed
population in the OH

which lies 139 cm'' above the ground state was populated at

less than 1 % of the ground state. By the point in which we could probe by LIF, beyond
0.8 cm, the vast majority of the nascent population in this higher fine structure state
generated from the dissociation process appears to have been fiilly relaxed. Thus we have
a kinetic situation where 98% of all the OH X state population resides in a single

N

= 1 lowest rotational level and we can specifically excite v = 0 or v = 1 levels for
selective population transfer and kinetic analysis.
The relaxation rate coefficients are calculated by determining relative populations
in different v, N states through detection of OH fluorescence of directly pumped A states
as well as states not directly pumped but populated through collisional transfer. The first
type of states will be termed "initial states" and the second kind of state will be termed
"transfer states". These transfer states have undergone either rotational or vibrational
relaxation. The conversion of relative fluorescence intensities from either of these types
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of states to relative state populations is accomplished through the use of published line
strength factors.'^^ Comparison of transfer state populations to initial state populations
as a function of laser probe position &om the nozzle is used to determine rates of
relaxation for OH in the

state (see Appendix A). Thus, as one probes farther down

the jet axis, the number of collisions occurring during the average fluorescent lifetime
decreases as 1/z^. Since the fluorescence lifetime is much less than the transit time of the
jet across 1 mm, the sample can be considered spatially fixed during this fluorescence
clock time. In this way the fluorescence lifetime serves as the reaction clock for a sample
at a known density and temperature. Comparisons of total fluorescence intensity as a
fimction of distance are used to determine rates for transfer processes in the OH X^IT and
A^S states.

5.6 Results
Conversion firom signal intensity to relative state populations is needed to
measure the relaxation rate coefficients. The transition probability or Einstein coefficient
for emission, A*!^. in a given (v' N' -v"N") band, may be written;

3hc3 Pv-N-

N-N-

2N.^2

(5.8)
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where

is the probability for the transition between the two vibration-rotation levels,

is the rotational linestrength, and

is the frequency of the transition.

The intensity of a band, or power radiated from I cm^ of the gas containing Uy. molecules
in the v* (upper) vibrational level, is:
rz-

=

(5.9)

and has units of erg-cm*^ -sec''. In this study, selected A factors were measured and
compared to the detailed study and literature survey of Crosley and Lengel.^^
In the absence of self-absorption, the ratio of different fluorescence transition
intensities from transitions with the same upper vibrational level should be a constant. In
our study, pumping N = 1 and collecting all fluorescence, we measured the Af / ratio
via the following relationship:

^ =1^
A, I,v,

(5.10)

where n^.^, from the above equation drops out if the upper vibrational level is the same
for both transitions. We found the Aj / A{, and A," / A? ratios and compared them to
literature values. The ratios, within experimental error are equivalent to previous
measurements.'^ For calculating rate coefficients we use the rotational transition
probabilities of Chidsley and Crosley'^ and vibrational Einstein A factors of Crosley and
Lengel'^ without any corrections.
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a. Rotational Relaxation

The rotational relaxation rate coefiBcients for the OH A^Z v = 0, 1 and 2 states
were measured. There was specific interest in the question of whether the predissociative
nature of the v = 2 state would affect the rate of relaxation. The v = 2 state has a much
shorter lifetime than the v = 1 state due to predissociation and lifetime comparisons are
shown in Figure 5.4. Our lifetime measurements are in agreement with those of
Brzozowski et al.J^ showing that there was not significant electronic quenching of OH in
the

state by any of the species in the free jet meaning that during the fluorescence

lifetime the OH remains in a single collision dominated regime.
The rotational relaxation is as follows:
OH (v, N) + Ar -• OH (v, N-1 or N-2) + Ar

(5.11)

The OH in state (v, N) collides with an argon atom and relaxes to a lower rotational level
within the same vibrational level. The fluorescence from both the OH (v,N), and the OH
(v, N-1 or N-2) in the A state can be detected with the monochromator.
The X-A pump energy and wavelength are kept constant, leading to constant
preparation of an initially selected OH A^S(v, N) state, while the monochromator is
scanned. The upper state fine structure emission in our experiment is not resolvable. For
example, Ri 1 and R211 are unresolved under our conditions. The peaks were assigned
and labeled with the notation of Dieke and Crosswhite.^ (A very good program by
Luque and Crosley^ tabulates line positions, A and B factors and makes spectral
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simulations.) When the Ri l(0-0)+R2i 1(0-0) line is pumped, (under high power
conditions, both lines are pumped within the resolution of the laser), there are many lines
that can be seen when dispersing the emission without relaxation, namely the Ri I+R211,
R2UQ12+Q212, Q22+Q122, Pi3, Pt23+P23 and 0\2^ lines.
Initially, some rotational level, N, of the A

state is populated by the laser. At

close distances from the nozzle, the higher density leads to greater relaxation before
fluorescence, yielding newly populated relaxed states, which lead to new lines in the
emission spectrum. The P21I and Pi2+ P212 lines shown on Figure 5.7(a) are larger than
the Pi3+ P2i3 line which originates from the initially prepared state at z = 0.4 cm. When
z = 1.2 cm, as in Figure 5.7(b), the number of collisions is reduced due to the decreased
number density and so the populations of molecules that underwent relaxation are
decreased with respect to the directly populated states.
Multiple scans, similar to Figure 5.8(a) and (b), are made at varying distances
from the nozzle. Derivation of a rotational rate coefficient for such a data set is outlined
in the Appendix. A rate coefficient is determined from the integrated rate relationship:

^

k'c.

Here, IN* is the relative number density of the state to which population has been
transferred, while Iref is the total relative nimiber density for molecules initially excited to
the OH A^S (v, N) state. IN. is obtained from the integrated fluorescence intensity of all
OH lines originating from the OH A^Z (v, N') transfer state, while In-f derives from the
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sum of the intensity of all lines corrected for rotational LS factors. The value, kn,
corresponds to the fluorescence rate from the initially pumped state, determining the
clock by which relaxation must compete against. The quantity. (Mo zo" / z^).

Figure 5.7 Example of the axial position dependence of rotational relaxation within the
OH A^S (v = 0) state. The initially excited state is the OH A'Z (v = 0, N = 2) state.
When excitation occurs close to the nozzle as in (a) at 0.4 cm, emission from the N = 0,
and N = 1 is observed due to rotational relaxation. At further distances as in (b) at 1.2 cm,
the emission shows less relaxation and is predominantly from the initially prepared state.
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where Mo is the stagnation density of the relaxant gas and zo is a distance scale related to
the nozzle orifice diameter, represents the local density of the relaxant M at axial position
z in the flow.'® Since the quantities, kn. Mo. and zo are all well known, the slope from a
plot of Iref/ IN' versus z^ provides a direct measure of the absolute state-to-state rotational
transfer rate coefficient, ICN-N. • In the case where more than one relaxation chaimel is
present, as in OH

(v = 0, N = 2), the total relaxed population is used and the total

relaxation rate is obtained. Using the relative product fluorescence line intensities
extrapolated to the limit of no relaxation (i.e. to single collision conditions) provides the
nascent branching ratios for product states allowing the total rate to be deconvoluted into
the state specific rates. An example of such a plot of Ite(/lN. is shown for the total OH
A^S (v = 0, N = 2) state in Figure 5.8. The total and state-to-state rotational relaxation
rate coefficients are listed in Table 5.2. From the intercepts of the integrated rate plots
like Figure 5.8, we can obtain values of kg, the pure electronic quenching rate coefficient.
This quenching rate is found to be very slow. The observed values of kg are always less
than 20% of all other collisional processes being measured.
As can be seen, all rotational transfer rate coefficients are quite large at the very
low temperatures present in the free jet. In comparison with the only values reported for
300 K, the rates for OH A^S (v = 0, N = 2) going to both N' = 1 and 0 show a significant
increase at this low temperature, corresponding to roughly 100%. This increase and the
relative values of other rotational levels examined will be discussed in the total context of
low temperature relaxation following the discussion of vibrational energy transfer.
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Figure 5.8 A fit of fluorescence intensity to the integrated rate law for the pumping of the
OH A^Z (v = 0, N = 2) state. From the rotational linestrengths observed in the dispersed
spectnun, the state-to-state rotational rate coefficients reported in table 5.3 are obtained.
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b. Vibrational Relaxation

The vibrational relaxation rates we report are for the following process:
OH A-S (v, N) + AT ^ OH A^S (v-l, N') + Ar.

(5.13)

We report vibrational relaxation firom the v = 2 to v = I and v = 0 states, and relaxation
firom the v = 1 to v = 0 state. From far-z measurements it was concluded that less than
5% of the V = 2 population relaxing undergoes a Av = -2 transition. Comparison of
product branching into particular N' levels allows, in principle, conversion of the total
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vibrational relaxation rate coefficient (siimmed over all N') to be converted to v, N to v',
N' state-to-state rate coefficients. All of our experiments are obtained in the single
collision limit such that multiple relaxation events do not occur. This allows
deconvolution to state specific rate coefficients. Rather than report all of the state-tostate values, with the reasonably large N' state specific errors, we have chosen to report
the total rate coefficients along with the nascent N' state populations. We have also been
able to determine upper limits to the very slow total relaxation rate of the OH X ^Ih,a (v
= 1) state.
The first vibrational relaxation rate that will be discussed is the relaxation of v = 1
in the X^IT state. This was measured via the methods previously described by this
laboratory for the determination of rate coefficients for reactions within firee jet flows.^
The method uses the loss of reactant density as a function of flow distance to calculate a
vibrational relaxation rate coefficient. In our experiment we observe no relaxation of the
v = 1 X^n3y2 state and are able only to calculate an upper bound for relaxation of the v = 1
X^n state of k < 5 X 10"'^ cmVs. Due to intrinsic limitations owing to the low jet
densities, this upper bound for a rate coefficient is more generous than that of room
temperature experiments.'' ®" As will be shown, however, it is at least three orders of
magnitude slower than vibrational relaxation in the A^I state.
The determination of vibrational relaxation rate coefficients for the A^S state are
similar to the method employed for rotational relaxation. One difference in the data
analysis involves the need to measure the relative populations of the v" = 0 and v" = 1
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levels in the X ^Thn. state. This was accomplished before rates could be calculated. To
measure relative populations, the Pi 1(0-0) and Pi 1(1-1) bands were excited at varying
laser intensities with the monochromator set to a resolution of 8 nanometers in order to
collect all emission of an individual vibrational transition. The Pi 1 (0-0) excitation was
followed by collection of all rotational branches of (0-0) emission. Similarly, when the
Pi 1(1-1) band was excited, all rotational branches of (1-1) emission were collected.
Data were taken at a wide variety of laser powers owing to difBculty of obtaining
OH spectra under either completely saturated or completely unsaturated conditions. At
low powers the relationship between signal intensity and number of molecules in a
particular state is given by'^:

B;:;-XA:^.(l-e"')

OC

(5.14)

where Iv- N- is the fluorescence intensity of the emission collected when exciting
molecules from the v"N" ground state, ny-N** is the number density of molecules in the
v"N" groimd state,

is the Einstein B-coefficient for absorption from the v"N"

S

A v"N"

represents the sum of all Einstein A coefficients for spontaneous

emission from the vTvI' upper state,

T

is the lifetime of the vTM' excited state and t is the

time following which the fluorescence was collected after the laser excitation. In our
case, we collected emission from the LIF for times much longer than the lifetime of the
state so the last term in the above equation goes to unity.
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At high powers the relationship between initial state number density and emission
intensity simplifies to:
(5.15)
We compared our relative populations of groimd state v = 0 and v = 1 in the limits of low
and high laser power using the above relationships and determined an OH

(v = 0)

/ OH X^n3/2 (v = I) population ratio of 7.0 ± 0.3 independent of the power limit and
constant under all of the conditions employed in this study. This quantity can now be
used to derive an expression relating dispersed LIF emission intensities &om the pumping
of either OH X^n (v) state to vibrational relaxation rate coefficients. A fiiU derivation of
this relationship is provided in the Appendix and only the result is given here;

The ratio, tr'v (z,t = 0)/iv(z,t = 0) is determined by consideration of the relative
Einstein B coefficients for the pumped transitions preparing tr'v- and iy and the original
state populations (if different) for the OH X^Fl (v) levels used. Since the quantities, kpd,
kfi. Mo, zo, (tr'v (z,t=0)/iv(z,t=0)) are known, krei can be determined from a plot of Iref/Iv* vs
z^. It is important to note that the determination of all of the rate coefficients in this study
is independent of which saturation regime one is in when preparing the OH A state. That
is due to the fact that all analyses are independent of the absolute population in the single
initially prepared A22(v,N) level.
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The vibrational relaxation rate coefficients for the A^S v = 2 and v = 1 states are
shown in Table 5.2. Note that all A^Z vibrational relaxation rates are of the order of
magnitude of both the rotational rates and the total collision rates. The v = 2 relaxation
rate coefficient is twice as fast as that for v = I. The vibrational rate coefficients appear
to be independent of the rotational level pumped in this study. Adding one quanta of
rotational energy did not affect the vibrational relaxation rates for either state within our
error limits.

c. Rotational Partitioning in Vibrational Relaxation

By employing the monochromator at its maximum operable resolution, the
vibrationally relaxed emission can be resolved into its rotational components. One
example of this dispersed emission is shown in Figure 5.9. For v (1-0) relaxation of the
A state, the rotational distribution was measured from the line intensities of the v = 0.
emission in the limit of early relaxation time. The large lines at longer wavelength are
due to the (1-1) band of the A-X transition, including the effects of N = I to N' = 0
relaxation within the v = 1 manifold. The smaller lines at shorter wavelength are due to
the vibrational relaxation of the v=l A state producing A(O-O) emission from a wide
range of rotational N levels in the v = 0 manifold. The intensity of the (0-0) lines are
enhanced by a greater Einstein A coefficient, Aq / A{ = 1.7.^^
The distribution of population with N quanta of rotational energy is shown in
Figure 5.10(a) and (b) for relaxation of OH A^Z (v = 1, N = 1) and OH A^Z (v = 1, N =
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Figure 5.9 Dispersed fluorescence spectrum of the OH A-X transition following the
excitation of the Qi1 line at an axial position of z = 0.6 cm in an argon free jet with a
stagnation pressure of900 torr and nozzle diameter of 0.4 mm. Figure 5.9(a) is a low
amplification spectrum showing rotational relaxation from N = 1 to N = 0 within the
A~S (v = 1) manifold. Figure 5.9(b) shows the same spectrum on an expanded scale
showing emission from the OH
(v = 0, N = 1-13) induced by vibrational relaxation
caused by OH (v = l)/argon collisions.
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0), respectively. The error on the populations in Figure 5.10 is roughly 10 percent for all
states. Relaxation spectra taken at different distances from the nozzle showed small
population differences, which was a check that the OH molecules were truly in the low
collision limit. There appears to no distance dependence on the distribiition of nascent
OH molecules having just undergone one quanta of vibrational relaxation. Both figures
have a maxima at N = 8 and N = 1 showing signs of piling up at the lowest levels. These
distributions were produced using the Lifbase software of Luque and Crosley.'^ A
simulation spectrum was produced and changes were made until a best match of all lines
was achieved. The process was iterative and done manually. A fit of the simulated
spectrum along with an experimental spectrum is shown in Figure 5.11. It is interesting to
note that the rotational distribution of products having undergone one quanta of
vibrational relaxation is neither a Boltzmann distribution nor the cold distribution
produced by a free jet. In addition, the two graphs look very similar showing that the one
extra quanta of rotation makes little difference in the partitioning of the vibrational
relaxation. The population appears to be strongly distributed among states from N = 1 to
10, tapering off when the rotational energy of the product approaches the vibrational
energy being lost in the reactant. The v' = 0, N' = 12 level of A^S state at 35038 cm"' is
the closest exothermically accessible state to the v = 1, N = 0 state at 35429 cm"'. The v
= 1, N = 2 state at 35461 cm"' is high enough that the relaxation to v' = 0, N' = 13 at
35459 cm"' is accessible. The energies of the states were taken from the work of Coxon.'^
The N' = 8,9, and 10 levels seem to be the most favored products.
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Figure 5.10 Nascent Distributions of OH v =0, N = 0-13 when pumping the (a) v = 1, N =
0 and (b) V = 1, N = 1 levels of the A^Z state.
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Figure 5.11 (a) Experimental OH LIF spectrum showing nascent distribution following
vibrational relaxation, (b) Lifbase simulation spectrum.
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The relaxation of the v' = 1, N' = 1 A"E state originates from both of the fine
states populated by the laser. Their intensity distribution determined by dispersed
fluorescence shows no propensity to go to the 'Tl^a versus the "111/2 state. A more
interesting case is when the excited state is v' = 1. N' = 0 which has only one excited fine
state level, sometimes noted as the Fi level. The vibrational relaxation of this level still
shows no propensity to go to one or the other lower fine state, (Fi versus F2) showing that
the electronic states are completely and randomly scrambled during a vibrationally
inelastic collision.
A comparison of rotational partitioning at room temperature can be made using
the study of Lengel and Crosley.

The authors were not able to measure relaxation of

OH with argon but were able to use hydrogen and nitrogen as buffer gases. Their highresolution spectra of OH having undergone vibrational relaxation to multiple N states
looks qualitatively similar to ours for argon buffers. They fit their rotational partitioning
to a Boltzmarm relationship, which gave a rotational temperature of 670 degrees K for
hydrogen and 900 degrees K for nitrogen. There is no de facto reason that the
distribution of rotational states should be a Boltzmaim distribution, but if we fit ours to
such a relationship for comparison we obtain temperatures near 1200 degrees Kelvin for
relaxation of v = 1, N = 0 and N = 1 respectively. It appears that we observe
significantly greater rotational excitation of our product distributions in this low
temperature OH-Ar relaxation. Also, our rotational distributions display greater
deviations from a thermal relationship compared with those of Lengel and Crosley.
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5.7 Discussion And Conclusions

We have measured rotation-vibration relaxation rate coefBcients of OH in both
the A and X states at the low translational temperatures within the core of an Ar free jet
(Ttrans near 1 K). From the observed rotational temperatures in the OH X state, it appears
that rotational relaxation in this manifold is extremely fast, as would be expected from
consideration of rotational cooling in a wide variety of molecules in free jets." In
addition, the absence of any observable OH

(v = 0) indicates that this low energy

excited state relaxes rapidly under the jet conditions. A similar result for the fine
structure excited state of NO^ is well known. It is interesting to note that fine structure
relaxation of the very strong collisions of Xe^

with a variety of rare gases, including

Ar, showed no evidence of relaxation in the 1 K limit.'^ Also ui contrast with NO,
electronic quenching remains slow for OH A^S in the near zero Kelvin limit, as observed
in this study.
Vibrational relaxation of OH X^FIs/j (v = 1) by Ar was found to remain extremely
slow at the free jet temperatures. This is consistent with the known poor efficiency of Ar
as a vibrational relaxant at higher temperatures, but is in contrast to studies of NO'*'(v = 1)
relaxation by Ar near 1 K.®' In this latter study, Ar was found to relax NO^ (v = 1) with
near single collision efficiency. It would appear that the weaker long-range attraction of
the dipole-atom interaction potential in OH X^II-Ar collisions as compared to the strong
ion-induced dipole NO^-Ar interactions must play a role here. Long-lived complex
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fonnation has been used to explain the strong inverse temperature dependence of many
relaxation processes in the low temperature limit^*®' In the case of OH X^O (v = I), it
would appear that the complex lifetimes remain sufficiently short that vibrational
predissociation of the complex remains poorly competitive with simple adiabatic backdissociation along the incoming potential surface.
The case of low temperature OH

rotation/vibration relaxation appears quite

different firom that in the OH X^Il manifold. In OH A^Z (v, N) levels, vibrational
relaxation by Ar appears to be strongly competitive with rotation, both occurring near the
collision limit. The collision rate coefficient can be well approximated using a capture
model for complex formation. Employing a two term long range interaction potential
including both dipole-induced dipole and simple dispersion terms, one can derive a
simple expression for the capture rate:

67r"^r(5/3)

(5.17)

where n is the collision pair reduced mass, r (x) is the gamma function, and the effective
Lennard-Jones parameters, scr^, can be represented by the expression:

OH(A)" Ar

4

1 6 ^I P o H ( A ) +n ^ A r y

(5.18)

where ni, ai, and IPi represent dipole moment, polarizability and ionization potential of
the ith component, respectively.'® Using a calculated value from density functional
theory (DFT) for the polarizability of the OH A state of 6.9 x 10*^' m^ and experimental
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values for all other quantities, we obtain an OH A'Z - Ar collision capture rate coefficient
value between 6 and 9x10*" cm^/s in the temperature \^indow between 1 and 10 FC,
respectively. This range of values compare very favorably with the total relaxation rate
coe£5cients observed in the jet for the OH

state in either the v = 0 or v = 1 state.

It appears that energy transfer in the OH A"Z state by Ar occurs for every
collision. In the case of OH A^Z (v = 1, N = 1), pure rotational transfer proceeds roughly
twice as fast as vibration, whereas in OH A^S (v = 2, N = 1) vibrational energy transfer
appears to display an efiBciency twice that of simple rotational relaxation. The pure
rotational relaxation processes studied appear to display only modest temperature
dependence between 300 and 1 K. Since they demonstrate weak inverse temperature
dependence it does suggest mild increase in relaxation through the increase in lifetime of
the OH-Ar complex as collision energy drops. The OH A^S - Ar interaction potential at
close range has been well determined and is shallow, at 700 cm"', as to not support
vibrational quanta above 0 in the OH stretch.'' The very strong inverse temperature
dependence observed in vibrational relaxation is certainly consistent with a complex
vibrational predissociation mechanism.
Table 5.2 shows vibrational and rotational rate coefficients measured in our lab at
low collision energies and a comparison with previous restilts at room temperature.
When looking at the table, comparisons with room temperature rates show that the free
jet causes both rotational relaxation rates and vibrational relaxation rates to increase. The
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Table 5^ Relaxation rate coefficients for OH A Z in collisions with Ar
(in units of lO'^'cm^s*').
Rotational relaxation from:

T = 300 K

T = 5 K (This work)

V = 2, N = 2

20 ±4

v=2,N=l

13±4.5

v=l,N=2

11±2

v=l,N=l

6.7 ± 1

v = 0,N = 2

k«,t=18±2
k2-i = 12 ± 1
k2-o = 6.0 ± 1

V = 0, N = 1

6.6 ± 1

Vibrational relaxation from;
v=2
v=l

5.7 ±2.6
0.41 ±0.03®

3.2±0.8

® L. R. Williams and D. R. Crosley, J. Chem. Phys. 104,6507 (1996).
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enhancement of vibrational relaxation is greater, and it is reasoned that the collision limit
is the barrier for the maximmn relaxation rate. Since rotational relaxation is already
approaching the collision frequency, it does not experience as great an increase at low
temperatures.
The presence of the near lying dissociative a^Z state leads to predissociative
behavior in the OH A^Z (v = 2) manifold and is already leading to a decreased radiative
lifetime for OH A^Z (v = 2, N = 0) level. One possible test to probe this vibrational
relaxation rate increase would be to measure the state specific energy transfer in the low
V manifold of OD where the effects of predissociation are weaker and occur at higher
vibrational levels. It would be interesting to determine whether enhancements in pure
vibrational relaxation correlate with the predissociation behavior. Work along these lines
has been done in this laboratory and is in fact the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter 6 OD Relaxation
6.1 Differences Between OH and OD
While OD does not occupy such a prominent role in combustion, atmospheric and
interstellar processes as OH, it is of great interest as a molecule to compare with OH on a
wide variety of spectroscopic and kinetic experiments. OD can also be used as a monitor
for reactions with deuterated species. Within the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation the
intemuclear distance R® for OD, and the transition moment is the same as that for OH.
To that same approximation, the electronic state and well potentials are also the same.
The literature is much less dense for OD than for OH and during our experiments we
found it necessary to extend some of the known spectroscopic constants to measure
relaxation rates for OD.

6.2 Experimental
a. Calibration of the Monochromator for OD

The spectral response of the LIF collection apparatus (windows, polarization
scrambler, monochromator, photomultiplier tube) was performed prior to the
measurement of relaxation rates for OD. The calibration differs from that of OH in that
we used the same Czemy-Tumer monochromator used in the OH experiment, except we
used it in second order mode for OD instead of first order mode which was used in the
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OH experiment. For a grating blazed tor a certain angle, one should use the order that
leaves the grating as close as possible to that angle.

It was foimd that our grating was

blazed for 6000 angstroms, and therefore to maximize the throi^put of 2500-3500
angstrom light, the grating should be used in second order. It was experimentally
determined that for 300 nm (3000 angstrom) light, the throughput &om using the
monochromator in second order mode was 1.5 times that of first order, but an additional
improvement was the linearity of the spectral response. A comparison of the calibration
curves for first and second order mode, in figure 6.1(a) and (b), shows the grating in
second order mode produced a calibration which had a slope which was over four times
smaller than the slope firom the first order mode calibration, showing that the throughput
of the monochromator in second order mode was much less dependent on wavelength.

b. Experimental A Factors for OD v' = 3

The literature contains much less spectroscopic information on OD relative to
OH. For OH the Einstein A factors have been experimentally measured for levels as high
as v' = 6 but for OD, the information stops at v* = 2. Since the A factors were needed to
study v' = 3 relaxation in OD, they were experimentally determined in our lab. After
calibrating the monochromator in 2"** order mode, we dispersed the fluorescence firom the
v' = 3 A state of OD to find the relative fluorescence intensity into the (3-4), (3-3), (3-2)
(3-1) and (3-0) bands. Note that the A factor for the (3-4) band is small and it is
unmeasurably small for (3-5). Av = -1 or -2 has a low probability due to having Franck-
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Condon overlap where the transition moment is near zero."" The v' = 3 OD A factors are
shown in table 6.1.
Figure 6.1 Monochromator throughput calibration for 0.75 meter Czemy-Tumer
monochromator with 6000 Angstrom grating when used in (a) first order mode, and (b)
second order mode.
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Table 6.1 OD A^Z v' = 3 Relative Einstein A coefficients
OD A-X v'-v" level

Relative A factor

Literature OH A factor
(Luque and Crosley, JCP
1998)

(3-0)

0.028 ±0.008

.013 ±.001

(3-1)

0.266 ±0.025

0.194 ±0.018

(3-2)

0.579 ± 0.064

0.620 ± 0.035

(3-3)

0.112 ±0.036

0.164 ±0.018

(3-4)

0.015 ±0.010

0.002 ± 0.0004

The transition moment for a (v'-v") transition as a function of v" is a smooth
flmction but is not necessarily a symmetric fimction around a peak value which is, of
course, not necessarily v'= v". A theoretical treatment of the transition moment of OH
and OD is given by Luque and Crosley.'°' In the case of OD with v' = 3, our group
measured a peak A factor for the (3-2) transition. Our experimental A factors for OD v"
= 3 are similar to those calculated for OH V = 3 in Luque and Crosley.'"' This is not
surprising since the OD and OH A factors are very similar for all bands with v'= 0, 1 and
2.

The calculation of rates for OD relaxation in the argon free jet is similar to that of
OH. The fact that OD has vibrational and rotational levels which are closer together than
OH, means that the vibrational relaxation process can be monitored up to higher
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vibrational levels. In OH, the crossing of the predissociative state causes v* = 2 to
become noticeably lifetime shortened. The v = 3 level of OD, while being nearly
isoenergetic with V

= 2 of

OD, has a much larger lifetime, 545 ns versus 150 ns and thus

a much larger quantum yield, showing a breakdown in the Bom-Oppenheimer
approximation.
A trace of fluorescence versus time to determine the lifetime for v' = 3 OD was
measiu^d in the lab. Our results are in agreement with Bergeman et al.

showing that

all relaxation and quenching reactions occurring in our free jet do not affect the OD
lifetime. In our experiment to measure V = 3 vibrational relaxation, we used the groimd
state v" = 1 OD as a starting point to examine the v' = 3 relaxation of OD via the (3-1)
transition.

6.3 Results of OD Relaxation
Comparison of OH with OD, shows that the OD relaxation rate coefficients are
similar to those of OH. As with OH, we will consider each tj^e of relaxation separately.
a. Rotational Relaxation

Since the vibrational relaxation of OD was considered to be more interesting for
comparison with OH than rotational relaxation, only two rates for the rotational
relaxation of OD were measured. These are the relaxation of OD inthev=l,N=l and
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V = 1, N = 2 states which have a rate coefficient of 9.6 (+/-1.0) x 10*" and 8.8 (+/-1.0)
xlO'" cm^/second respectively.
These results differ from OH in that the higher level N within the same vibrational
level for OH always had a larger rate coefficient, while for OD it was shown that the
higher rotational level had a slightly smaller relaxation rate. These results are very
cursory, however as only two rotational relaxation experiments were performed for OD
and what can be said with certainty, is that the rate for rotational relaxation in OD similar
to that of OH.
b. Vibrational Relaxation

The vibrational relaxation rate coefficients of OD in the A state were measured
for direct comparison with OH. Although OD does not have the same atmospheric and
chemical relevance as OH, it is actually a more informative molecule to study from a
strictly experimental standpoint because its lower lying and longer lived vibrational
levels of the A state provide more data. While the A state of OH has 2 accessible
vibrational levels, OD has three. The fact that our experimental conditions were such that
we created 15 percent of our OD molecules in the v = 1 level of the X state was cmcial in
the excitation to the v = 3 vibrational level of the A state. We were able to pump the (31) A-X transition which has an ample cross section while the (3-0) A-X has virtually no
excitation cross section.
The results of our experiment shown in table 6.2 show that the vibrational
relaxation rate increases as the vibrational level increases. This will be shown to be in
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agreement with previoxis research and compared to OH in the conclusion. In both OH
and CD the vibrational relaxation rates increase with increasing energy above the ground
vibrational state. The OD v* = 2 vibrational relaxation rate shows only a modest increase
over V = 1 and the v' = 3 rate coefficient for OD, which is almost isoenergetic to that of
V*

= 2 for OH, (G)OH(V = 2, N = 0) = 38222 cm"' vs G)OD(V = 3, N = 0) = 38811 cm"' for

OD, is similar for OD and OH. OD v' = 3 is higher in energy than OH v' = 2, but also
has a longer lifetime, showing that the interaction with the predissociative state is less.
c. Rotational Partitioiiing of Vibrational Relaxation

The rotational partitioning of the vibrational relaxation for OD was measured in
our lab. The resulting, nearly nascent, distribution is qualitatively similar to that of OH.
The distribution shows population in all energetically allowed states with a distribution of
roughly 500 Kelvin, but with a higher propensity for the N=0-3 levels. This distribution
further backs up our conclusion that the process of losing one quanta of vibration leads to
a molecule in any exothermic rotational level and that smaller losses are slightly favored,
producing a distribution that is not weighted equally but has a peak in the center. The
rates of vibrational relaxation for OH and OD as a function of vibrational energy are
shown in figure 6.2. A fairly smooth function is mapped out on figure 6.2, showing that
the increase of vibrational energy for either species results in a similar increase in
vibrational relaxation rate. At room temperature this nearly linear increase in rate
coefficient as a ftmction of energy was reported for the vibrational relaxation of X^Z OH
with CH4 as the buffer.'®^ The authors of this paper attributed the increase in vibrational
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relaxation to a decrease in an energy defect between the vibrational quanta lost by the OH
and gained by the methane. This argument does not hold when the collider is an argon
atom and we propose that the rate increase is due to increasing relaxation cross section of
the vibrationally excited OH molecule.
Table 6J. Relaxation rate coefficients for OD
(in units of 10'"cm^ s*^).
Vibrational Relaxation

Rate in free jet

v' = l
v' = 2
v' = 3

2.7 ±1.1
5.9 ±1.4
7.1 ±2.6

Rotational Relaxation
v'=l,N=l

9.6 ± 1.0

in collisions with Ar
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Figure 6.2 The vibrational relaxation rate coetTicieni (k) versus energy above v = 0 for
OD and OH in an argon free jet.
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Chapter? Conclusion
7.1 General Conclusions about Vibrational and Rotational
Relaxation in a Free Jet
In this work a range of molecules are examined to try to gain a better
understanding of relaxation processes in a free jet The CO and HBr chapters deal with
rotational distributions of groimd state molecules as a function of this ever present Pod
term, while the OH and OD chapters present rate coefficients which were made possible
by dispersing fluorescence of excited states to determine population transfer rates.

a. HBr vs CO

The first conclusion that can be drawn firom the comparison of HBr and CO is that
the molecular behavior of these two closed shell diatomics is remarkably different. HBr
is a small moment of inertia molecule and therefor has large spacings between its
rotational levels. As shown here and in other references, the large B value leads to very
nonlinear Boltzmann plots, while those of CO are decidedly more linear. This nebulous
"more linear" term is intentionally vague. The linearity or curvature of a flmction can be
quantified with a technique know as "surprisal analysis" but this technique has fallen out
of favor in recent years due to the ambiguities in the results.
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It also should be noted that the nonlinearity of the HBr compared to CO is evident
when plotting natural log populations versus J(J+1) but the plots can not be compared
when plotting natural log populations versus energy. The small rotational constant of CO
and the low populations in higher rotational levels means that a CO plot has a much
smaller populated energy range to compare with HBr. Thus although CO appears to have
a more linear plot, all of its points are within the first two points on an HBr plot. This
result may mean that it is large energy gaps which cause the nonlinearity of the plots and
if a technique which had more resolution was devised, CO would show larger curvature
when the rotational energy spacings became comparable to HBr.
The other general conclusion that can be made is that an atomic buffer produces
more cooling in a firee jet expansion. It is obvious firom the treatment of chapter 3 that
HBr is very likely to form dimers when argon is the buffer, but not as likely when
nitrogen is the buffer. Whether the dimer formation is due to the more intense cooling of
the argon producing more HBr in lower (or lowest) rotational levels, or whether under
any circumstances, argon is a better three-body association partner, is not completely
resolved. Since it is know that an argon buffer produces a colder CO rotational
distribution than a nitrogen buffer, probably the higher third body stabilizing efBciency
of argon and better cooling properties of argon as a buffer both help to increase the dimer
formation in argon versus nitrogen.
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b. Relaxation in OH and OD

Low temperature (transladonal temperatures near 5 K.) relaxation of OH and OD
in ttie X^n and A"S the states has been studied under the conditions of an argon free jet.
We determine upper limits on v = 1 relaxation in the OH X'n manifold from laser
induced fluorescence (LIF). We measiire absolute relaxation rate coefficients for v =
2(N), V = 1(N) and v = 0(N) levels in the

state manifold. In addition, from

comparison of the dispersed LIF we obtain state-to-state rate coefficients for v = 1, N = 0
and N = 1 going to v' = 0, N' levels in the

manifold. Bimolecular rate coefficients

are reported which are all much greater than similar measxarements at room temperature.
Of course, as P goes to one (as our data suggests it is near 5 K) the question remains as to
why the rate does not begin to drop with kcoii. It may be that due to the strongly
anisotropic OH(A state)/Ar potential. Also the fact that we measure all of our rate
coefficients at similar conditions means we do not know what the rate coefficient for
relaxation of OH and OD do in between room temperature and 5 Kelvin. It may be that
the rate does peak somewhere and then decreases at very low temperatures.
When comparing OH to OD, the result is that the molecules behave very
similarly. The conditions after the discharge produce 15 (±5) percent v" = 1 in OH or
OD. The vibrational relaxation rate ceofficients can be plotted together as a fimction of
energy above the ground state v = 0 level. Figure 6.2, to show that an increase of
vibrational leads to an increase in relaxation rate. This behavior has been observed for
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OH in the X state in reaction with methane at room temperature,'"^ but it is interesting to
note that a similar situation exists for OH in the A state in a free jet The rotational
relaxation rates for OH and OD are also similar, and the rotational distribution of
vibrational relaxation for OD shows a similar propensity to populate all energetically
accessible states, just as OH does.
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APPENDIX
The processes of relevance to the determination of OH A"Z(v^ relaxation rate
coefficients are the following; The relaxation event itself
OH^S(v,N) + AT

0H^2(v',N') + Ar

(AI)

is in competition with several other processes, most importantly, fluorescence of the
initial state
OH'i:(v,N)

OH'nj(v",N")

(A2)

electronic quenching
OH^Z(v,N) + AT

OH^n(v',N') + Ar

(A3)

and possible predissociation
OH^S(v,N)

)

O +

H

(A4)

The product of the relaxation in Equation (A I) has two major subsequent pathways open
to it that are of significance, mainly fluorescence
OH-S(v',N')

OH-nj(v",N")

(A5)

or subsequent quenching
OH-S(v',N') + Ar

*'' ? >

OH(v",N") + Ar

(A6)

where the product of Equation A6 could be either the A^S or X^IT state.
Taking into consideration the local conditions in the free jet,^' we can write a
differential rate law for both the initially prepared reactant, OH A^S(vJsO of Equation Al,
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labeled i, or for the transfer state, tr, which is the product OH

N') state of the

relaxation Equation Al.

(k^+k,K(7l

(AT)

+k

dt

f

^

(A8)

tr

The term Mo describes the Ar stagnation density and zo is a nozzle diameter scaling
factor.^' These differential rate laws ignore the normal transport terms appropriate to
kinetics in fiee jets since all of the rate processes studied in this paper occur over times
comparable to fluorescent lifetimes. In these short times, jet transport is negligible and
can be ignored. In other words, the initially prepared OH A^S excited state does not
significantly move spatially during the kinetic smdy. Integration of Equation A7 yields
i(z,t) = i(z,t = 0)exp

(k^+k„)Mi—I +k^ + k

(A9)

The integrated fluorescence of the initially prepared state at some position, z, in the jet is
given by
I.(z) = f k, i(z,t) dt =

(AlO)
(k„, + kg

+ ^pd

Insertion of Equation A9 into A8 followed by integration yields
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kreiMo ^ 1 i(z.i=0)
Vz

tr(z,t) =
k'fr-

+ k«

(All)

/

exp
V

(k,^ +kQ

—

+ k.

-exp[-kV t]

. V

where

k ftr

~ kflj + MQ

(A12)

The integrated fluorescence intensity from the transfer state, tr, is given by

— ftr
k'ftr

KRELMOL ~ I i(Z,t = 0)
(A13)
(k^+k^K^Yj

The ratio of the integrated intensities from the states, i and tr, yields
r.
^tr

kfi z- ^ k'o
kfjiMflZg kj^

(A14)

Equation A14 is equivalent to Equation 6 in the text for N-N' pure rotational state
transfer.
For vibrational energy transfer, where the effects of v dependent predissociation
or electronic quenching could become significant between the initial and transfer states,
we chose an alternative method to determine the rate coefficient, ktei- We still use
Equation A13 to describe the fluorescence intensity of the vibrationally relaxed level.
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However, for comparison, we reference this intensity to that obtained when the same
relaxed V state, tr, is directly prepared by the laser. This laser prepared v' population will
be called tr'. In this case, the initially prepared state population in the lower reference V
state, tr* (z,t = 0), is related to the total fluorescence observed after preparation by;
l^=^tr'(z,t = 0).

(A15)

Taking the ratio of Equation A13 to Equation A15 yields
^ tr'(z,t = 0)
Ift,
i(z,t = 0)

(kpd+k:fi)zMoZokrd

/"(k^ +kQ)tr'(z,t = 0)'
k^ i(z,t = 0)

(A16)

which is identical to Equation 10 in the text for initial vibrational level v and transfer
level v.
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